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PREFACE

Description_of the Project

'T6is is a.compendium of summaries of, reports based on studies conducted as'part of

the University of California Research Management Improvement Project CRMIP) supported

by a grant*om the Natiorial Science Foundation.' The principal investigator is

'John A. Perkins,,Vice President--Business and Finance for the University. The

co-principal investigators are Herman D. Johnson, Vice Chancellor--Financial Manage-
ment for the San Diego campus and Robert F. Kerley, Vice ChancellorAdministration,
for.the Berkeley campus.

The RMI project is composed of two Major segments, with the principal research
conducted in Systemwide Administration and at the Berkeley, and San Diego campuses
with cooperation of other campuses of the University. Project 1 has resulted in a

series of report's which identify research management problems resulting from certain
requirements of selected Federal sponsoring agencies; assess the impact of those

k on the institution; and, where appropriate, recommend standardization or
imodimodification of the Federal requirements or in their implementation by the agencies

or by the institutions. A separate report, Critical Iss-ues Involved in the Review
of Research Proposals at Universities, examines in more detail the research proposal
review process at universities.

Project 2 includes the preparation an publication of the document: Appraising

Administrative Operations: A Guide for Universities and Colleges and a study of
the organization and management of large or anized research unit and its technical

and administrative'-support systems.

Description of the Impact Studies

In conducting the research for the nine impact studies ip Project-I, impact was
considered in terms of the seven elements described in Appendix A. That appendix

Also lists the nine Federal sponsoring agencies selecied for the study. These

agencies comprise approximately 80%.of the totbl Federal contract and grant
activity at the University of California. Appendix B describes each of the major

requirements areas considered for study and indicates the nine area4s chosen for

individual research project$.
O

4'

The impact studies, published as separate studies, include: Cash Flow, Environmental

Health and Safety, Federal Procurement Requirements, Financial Management: Budgeting

- and Reporting under Federal Contracts and Grants, Indirect and Direct Cost Recovery

under Federal Contracts and Grants, Property Management, Proposal'Preparation,
Negotiation and Award, Protection of Human Sub'ects, and Time and Effort Reporting.

The summaries of these studiet provided in this volume are preceded by an Introduction
and Overview section which states some basic principles regarding the relations between
universities performing Federally supported research and other projects and Federal

4
sponsoring agencies. It draws some-general conclusions from the specific conclusions
contained in each ofthe reports, each of which addresses the requirements of an
individual functional area.

About the University of California

The State of California higher education system cdnsists of the University of California,

the California State University System, and Community College complex.
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The University of California, created by the State Legislature in 1869, is A
statewide University system consisting of nine campuses and approximately 128,000
Students. The population of the-Berkeley campus-is 30,000 students. Enrollment ,

,-'at the San Diego campus is over 9,000.
40 //'..

Research is an integral part of the University's function, with nearly 10.; of total

Federal research funds awarded to higher education being received by the University
of California. The Berkeley academic staff numbers 3,839, with approximately 25% of
the total engaged in research. The contract and grant awards,at Berkeley averaged

*1

$5"ollion for the last five years. Expenditures on that campus for thosefime.
years averaged $51 million. On the San Diego. campus, the academic r search staff
constitutes 25"- of the total academic staff of approximately 1500. n that campus,
.contract and grant awards averaged $51 million over the-past five years, with- 44

4

expenditures aeraging $41 million over the Same time period,' representing the source...,

of nearly 40-, of the total expenditures ofthat institution.
_,-
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JP
NTROD*UCTION AND.OVERVIEw' .

The proposal-that initiated e RMI project at the University of California pbinted
out that, "stnce World War I? the adVent of Federallyrsupported research at
institutions of. higher education Eras had a serious effect on the administratiVe
structure Olt' universities" and that, the problem has been further complicated by
the wide range.of requirements imposed on institutions, as a consequence of -

accepting Feftral,contracts and grants."

These Federal requirements and their iMpacts upon the educational-institution have
been trefmacal point of a major division of our project., our findings regarding
them are coined in nine separate reports.. Within certain limits, the nature of
and the variations in these requirements'among nine major funding agencies hive
been identified. T.Weir impacts on different segments of the institution have been
analyzed. Their relationshipsto t systems and objectives ofboth the institution
and the funding agency have been sidered. Finally, based upon the basic
principles that we feel should gu and improve relationships in this area,
a series of findings and retommen a ions have evolved with respect to the
practiees,of the educational tnsI tutions and the funding agencies.

At the outset of the project we recognized the inherent plurality that characterizes
both Federal, funding agencies andeducational institutions.- Each Federal agency has /
its own systems, organic legislation and program objectives. Within individual
agencies there are substantial variations among the different nronrams and different
organizational components of that agency. Similarly, educational institutions vary
widely in size, in their educational programs' objectives and in'administretive-and
professional sophistidation. From institution to institution,administrative and
funding operations differ significantly and even within a single campus there are
variations among large organized research units, professional schools and academic
departments. Further, the administrative concerns, the professional and research
staff concerns and _the overall management concerns of educational, institutions and
of the Federal agencies are often divergent and may be in conflict. Despite these
element's of plurality, theft are underlying themes and principles that can be
identified and areas in wilichrsignificant improvement of administration by both
partners can-take place. Some progress in this direction has been evident through
the past efforts bf, for example, the Office of Management and Budget, GSA's Office e,
of Federal Management Policy, the Department of Health, Eduiation and Welfare and
the National Science Foundation Research Management Improvement Program. Related
action has been taken by the Committee on Governmental Relations of the National
Association'of College and University Business Officers, the American Council pn
Education and other educational' organizations and by individual institutions. It

is our hope that our studies will help point the way toward asirengthening and a
- focusing of this important effort.

Underlying Issues Developed py RMI Impact Studies

Perhaps the basic issue that influences Federal agenty dnd university,relatio0nships,
'although it may often lie beneath the surface of day-to-day interactions, is the
differing attitudes toward contract and grant programs by these financial partners.
The educational institutions are' requesting funds for extramural support of
activities related to the objectives of higher education. They require additional
sources of money to carry out the institutions', academic, research and public service
program. The Federal agencies and the/Congress are Oluding,broad research program

V
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objectives (in the case of 4neral research funding agencies) or, more frequently,
Specific researchproject,s in support of specific agency program objectives.

Ideally, it is hoped that'the same funcR.can be used to achieve both agency 'and
institutional objectives. In prbctice, there .are a number ofsvnificant obstacles
to the accomplishment of this result. The key to success in the effective meshing of
these dual objectives centers-in the'details of the supporting interactions as:
expresed in contract and grant work statements, terms and.congitJons, admi:nisttative
systems, audits, andprogram evaluations. If these do npt mesa, they become the
source of many of the corlflicts and irritations in the relationships that adversely-
affect both tne Federal agencies and the universities. ',

Research under this project highlighted a number-of problem areas. Three, that

surfaced in most of the studies are of a broad, general cnaracter. First of all,
there is a multiplicity of variations in ttlg specifics of Federal agency requirements
among different Federal agencies, different organizational compontnts of the same
agency, and differeht programs of tne same component. This is true even though
there are only three or four basically different relationships involved. The second
problem lies in the administrative support, systems of the-institutions, such as those
for cost accounting, equipment utilization, personnel and payroll., that frebuent13,
are not capable of relating effectively to 66th diverse agertcy requirements and
tne institution's own traditional operaltng needs. Finally, the agencies' concern
with comprenensive audits of administrative detalls increasingly overshadows, in
tne minds of university personnel, substantive technical evaluations of research
efforts and trAir results as the basis for evaluation of research programs in
universities.

Organized Research as a Cooperative Effort

Our perspective of, the problems involved in the relations' between Federal sponsoring
agencies and universities is founded on several premises.

First, administration of eesearch should represent a partnership between Federal
agencies and universities. DHEW stated:

...well over 90% of the Departments' programs are carried out in
rArtneship with non-Federa] organizations. Accomplishment of
HEW's mission, therefore, involves not only its, own management
expertise but the management expertise and concern of thousands
of grantee institutions as well."*

,Second, as members of this partnership, universities and the Federal, agencies both
have a contractual commitment to the obligations, stated in the grants and contracts,
and related documents., Within the institution there is a further commitment by ,

the individUal Principal Investigator to fulfill the substantive research
obligations.

Third, the exercise of prudent stewardship of Federalfunds by grantees is pf
significant concern and is a benefit to both the institution and, the sponsoring
agencies. Controls over grantee administration and spending should be a pah,,,
of the continuum of prudent stewardship of Federal funds which begins'in the
agency and extends through all 'of the administrative services of the institution
to the Principal Investigator, although the latter's primary interest, under-
standably, is with the substance of the research rather )than wi.th'adminiserative
stewardship. In viewing this continuum, agencies should, without sacrificing -

accountability, accept demonstrations of equity and'orudqnce in,the management of
funds'ba$ed on measuisements and reasonable assumptions whIch-40 not deman a high
degree of precision and detailed data to justify their use.

*UHEW-A program for Improving the Quality of Grantee Management Vol. 1 June, 1970
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Finally, the improvement of administrative relations between sponsoring agencies and
educational institutions will prove mutually beneficial In terms of better research'
products,and of-economy and effectiveness of operatipns.

, The Central Issue

An this partnership, Federal agencies and universities share responsibility for thw
administration of funds used for research and-other educational programs. Te key
issue is wherethe preponderant balance of administrative responsibility should be
placed--with the agency or with the university. This question of where and how/
much responsibility should be placed has important implications, for the optimum use
of government expentitures on'research, for the quality of research and for the
status of the nation's universities as independent-institutions.

'Where requirements are detailed and strict, a greater degree of administrative
responsibility is retained by the agency, Where requirements are general and minimal,
a greater degree of responstbility falls on the university. Detailed requirements
involve a government surveillance organization with many controls involving multiple
financial audits; minimal requirements entail.universities.to assure and to demonstrate
by-performance that they have-the administrative capabilities to discharge their
obligations. Under the latter conditions, Federal agenCies must rely on more general ,

'controls, on appraisals orthe management capability of the institutions and
evaluation.of the quality of, the research effort and products.' Although these latter
conditions are preferred by institutions, we realize that universities do not nave-
a tradit4on of-tight administrative control and that many do not ritsoond satisfactorily
to agreed upon external administrative requirements or even manage their own internal

'affairs very well. Therefore, unless the pniversities change, leaving responsibility
to. them is risky for the, agencies and logically it is incumbent upon the latter to
be strict in order to live up to their, own responsibilities.

A Multiplicity of Systems and Points of View

As indicated earlier in this introductory statement, extramural *funding of educational
institutions by Federal agencies involves a pluralistic relationship. The Federal
agencies shpuld not any longee look upon the process s'Imply,as a mechanism for

-carrying out short-term program responsibilities. t40 can they expect to
impose the normal administrative controls which they would require if the work
were done in-house or represented amend- product purchased on the competitive
market. On the. other hand, educational institutions cannot look upon Federal
research funding merely as an additiohal source of money that permits theM to continue
or expand-their same basic programs, free of any additional controls or new
obligations. In fact, each contract or grant must involve the careful integration.

--of the objectives and values of two systems, hopefully finder, conditions that will
be productive-to both and subject to a minimum of restrictions 'or constraints on
lei her.

n their relationships with the Otivate, pisofit-motivated segment of the society,
Federal agencies must evidence concern for the general state o3 the economy and
societal objectives. This same concern for the long-run institutional welfare, to
a far greater degree, must infuse agency-institutional relationships, albeit with
varying degrees of concern among different agenCies, different programs and different
types of funding agreements: 4,

'Each Federal agencylaVits own program objectives, administrative s tems, traditions
and external forces that shape its fundin4 and program policies. '0 e other hand,
universities have several.purposes - teaching.: public service arid arch. They
have become significant reservoirs of knowledge, sources of new'id and understanding,
and. strongholds of informed and independent judgement. They tend, however, to be
relatively loosely structured, with complex internal goals and objectives, operating

8 /
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under diffused management and contrOls',-Wit'OiMited flexibility, and in4need of long
0.6

lead-time to accommodate changes. How can 'these two groups work together effectively?

-.Our project explores some of the )bas.ic'-p,criciPles that we hope can provide answers '

1Arl these questions without signIficant detrimeht to the interests of either party..

\

lktaslc Principles '

.

. . .--
.

.

A set of principles should govern' the work of the-partnership. r These recomMended
principles arise from our studies of impactson various regulatory areas, the
studies are published by this Project:

1. Federal requirements should,contain the minimum.amount of administrative'
4 control and detailed, pre'cise record-keeping necessary to assure responsible, ''-

effective expenditurgs by grantees and contractors in Tight pf overall
relationships;ofthe Federal agency and educational institutions. ..

2. krelationship between the Federal agencies and universities based on
. a mutual understanding of the programs'and objectives ofipoth parties
should be devettpedthrough a continuing and collaborative effort to,'
minimize the amount of agency control which has the objective of assuring
responsible and effective expenditures by grantees.

3. There should be a continuing systematic effo.gt by universities to correct
the inadequacies of their institutional planning anadministrative systems,
based, in part, upon a program of assessment of how effective these are
in carrying out their functions, Particularly as they relate to Federal
contract and grant operations.

4. Whenever a university has demonstrated that it is operating under effective
admihistrative and institutionagAdanning systems, Federal agencies should
place more reliance on university administration and less reliance on
their own detailed control mechanisMs. ,

5: With regard to assuring compliante by universities with their-requirements,
Federal' agencies should practice "management b4e.exception". They should
rely upon the effectiveness of university administrative systems that have
met established standards or are under a systematic program of review..
Only those institutions with a record of serious deficiencies in their
ability to comply with requirements, or which haye not met established
standards,,sho.uld be,subject.to detailed audit reviews.

6. The Federal auditing agencies should acceleYate the trend toward' auditing
universities' administrative systems rather thah auditing intividual
transactions or vouchers. Other Federal agencies should rely on"the
work of-the Defense Contract and HEW Audit Agencies and discontinue
detailed "desk" auditing on a project or transaction basis.

7. Agencies.shouldiprogressively standardize requirements in certain grants
and contract? Management areas, working' initially on basic and master
agreements for all funding programs within an agency and then extending
these to all, orat least comparable,groupings of Federal agencies.

Im2act Report Findings

/

The nine separate impact reports detail instances both in the application and neglect'
of these basic principles. They evaluate the effects on a university of requirements
in a particular area and the benefits derived from compliance. They explore methods

4
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of achieving the benefits of a requirement while reducing ,the administrative costs.

.They identify abuses arising from either too littl,e_or too much` control. It should

benotdd that'we did not make evaluptions of individual agencies' overall policies,
but rather.a4dressed their requirements (in specific functional areas. Following is
a very brief 'sampling oipthese findings in different requirement'areas.

Cash Flow

The variety of bi ng requirements among Federal agencies is unnecessary and costly
illoterms of the te.and effort required of universities in providing- different. forms
and voucheet, OR different time frames and to diffenint levels ofidetail.

The delays in payment.of legitimate invoices result in substantial losses, whibh might
haye been earned, had there been prompt payment,. 'Efficient cash' management is
important id the life of the universities.

Environmental Health and Safety

EnvironmentalJlealth and

4

safety practit related to Federal contraCts and grants,are
determined largely by requirementsof Fe aral, State and local regulatory agencies
generally applicable to.educational and other institutions rather than the provisions
of funding ageqcies or individual contracts or grants. It is assumed that the
observance of these general regulatory agency requirements will more than meet the
requirements of individual agencies or individual contracts and grants.

- There should be an elimination or reduction of Federal funding agency requirements for
health and safety as largely duplicative and ineffective except where.specific safety
problems exist. Consideration should be given't6 the treatment'Of halth and safety
by reguIatOry agencies and institutions ;35 a risk management program. Academic and
research personnel should be more understanding and responsive tb.health and safety
needs;' campus management should. be made aware of health and safety problems and -take
a leadership role in their resolution; health and safety costs should be specifically
funded and controlled under contract and granitoperations; responsibility for health

. and safety corsidOations in research proposals should rest with the principal
investigator with advance cbnsultatibns with environmental health and safetystaff;
and agency an university cooperation is required for the developTent of new NTH
laboratory animal policies.

,

4

Federal Procurement Requirements

In addition to examining other,rmulatory processes, this study Compares-two mechanisms
for rebudgeting equipment procurement Under the Public Health Service, authority
is delegated to individual institutions to grant prior approval for equcipment
rebudgeting. Thus researchers can initiate-and complete procurement without delay.
Under NSF, the researcher,must obtain apprbval from the agency in advance, frequently
involving delay. Thy two procurement mechanisms have been systematically compared.
Results show that the simpler Public Health Service procu ement mechanism reduces.'
administrative costs and delays, while maintaining-effei ive and responsible steward-
ship.'

Financial Management: 4udgeting and Reporting under Federal Contracts and grants

Federal budget ary avid expenditure repdrting requireftents should be made more_ onsistent

and simple to prov/de'flexibility in the use of resources to accommodate the pacing and
natural direction of research. -E

4

Universities need to strive for closer coordination of all administrative components
involved in the contract aAd grant process and for more coordinated administrative
support to principal investigators and researchers.

5
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Indlrect and Direct Cost Revery under Federal Contracts and*Gr its
A

w.
Cost recovery policies must be developed in the context of overall Federal-university
relationships, including clarification of Cost sharing reqUireffents. Federal cost
recovery practices should be standardized and based 'on recovery offull joint costs.
The audit and negotiation process leading to recovery of direct and indirect costs
ghoul d. be conducte4 by. an agency ii-depen.dent of Federal funding agencies, with a
strong staff leadership role in the Executive Office of the. President. This would
Include determination of indirect cost rates.

Universities should improve their administrative systems, particularly for planning,.
management and financial control.

University management is'res'oionsible to assure
that adequate funds are available to departments, organized research units, and staff
units to carry but theirresponsibillties for support and stewardship in relation
to the indirect cost burdens under Federal tontracts.and grants.

Property Management.

The'need for standardization of agency practices and regulations relatinglto property
management requirements is particularly acute, These regulations shouP4-4eflect the
fact of differing levels of sophistication in the property management systems-of
educational institutions.

An important feature of these stanrdldized regulations would be that title to
property acquired by educational i itutions with contra "ft add grant funds should
normally vest in the institution upon acquisition without further restrictions regard-
ing title, use or Aspositidn.

Universities should in turn develop effective property utilization programs to
encourage effective sharingof equipment and its optimum commitment to contract
and grant objectives.

Proposal. Preparation, Negotiation and Award
1 , ,

Experience with the use of master or basic agreeMents with NIH, ONR, USAF and AEC
.

shows tnat they result in a significant reduction inproposal_preparation; review,
and negotiation costs and processes.

The wide range of minor variations from -agency to agency-in requirements and guide-
lines relating to proposal application\formats results in unnecessary costs and'
administrative burdens both to universities and to agencies.
1,

Rese'arch proposals, increasingly must reflect, often beyond the point of reality,
detailed and precise estimates of expenditures and the outlines.,of research
methodology and results in terms of agency shvt-range goals. ,

-Protection'of HumanSuNects

Th)s report analyzes the benefits, and costs,. arising from the DHEW requirements. The
benefits include:

Protection which results from committee review;
4

2. Protection which results from a gener%al campus consciousness raising;

3. The development o a group of professionalt with special knowledge in
protecting human subjects;

;

11'
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4 The developnfent of a collection of case histories on the ethical
considerations and research proCedurevfbCprateciNng human subjects, and

5. The proteotion of the university zgainit bad,public.relations and legal action.
..

costs include:

1. Financial, Costs;
_11

- . 4
A

- '2. The negative e ffects on research of'he informed connt requirement; (in
some cases, informed consent can sigrlificantly interfere with the
scientific.meritt of a 'research design) ;

3. The threat to academic freed6m;

"

4. The negative effects on the direction 'of research; (the THEW requirements
van have a*chitling effect by influencing the Xindof research which is -
pursued);

5. Delays;

6. The distraction of the researcher from his primary task.

f Time dnd Effort Reporting

The requirements for cost distribution of., direct charges for salaries 01 wages
I to the degree of exactness required, pacticul4ly with respect to multi- source

funded positions, impose costs fa, in excess of the benefit derived.

Althoughthere are sUbstatitial costs arising fri'm positive time reporting, they
result as much from the University:t own administrative requirements and thOse

0 of the Fairbabor Standards Act as from' -those prescribed'in-grants and contracts.

.

General -Conclusions of the Impact Studies

In each of our impact studies' we reached 69nclusions specific to the requirements.
area and campus studied. These appear in the respective reports. We noted,
hoOever, several recurring themes in various combinations of the'reports'which lent
themselves to summarization as general conclusions concerning Federal agency-
educational institution partnership in contract and grant administration.

1. Federal agency requirements are very often imposed with insufficient
analysis Oven to, or adequate understanding of, their real effective-
ness in meeting agency needs and objectives, or of their impact on
universities and the actual administrative processes which take place
at the project level to carry out these requirements.

2. Many requirements involve'a considerable bureaucratic burtten without
significantly improving the responsible stewardship of funds.,,

3. The facts that "there are legitimate differences among grantees in the
procedures and practices they follow",and "that grantee organiiatiOns
_vary widbly in their management capability - and hence their ability
to exercise prudent stewardship of Feberal funds",* have not been
recognized,by Federal agencies intthe establishment and administration
of requirements. The administrative syqems 3nd processes of s'bme

4 -

OHEW - A Progra or Improving the Quality of GranteelanagementVpl: 1 June, 1970
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. *
universities can ,provide an adequate and satisfactory response-to
. Federal agency requirements wi thoUt the necelrity for detailed audits
by agencies and bark-up. reports to them. However, we 'recognize that the
administrative systems of other universitiesare not adequate and that .

. agency rAuirements and surveillance must be strict until thdse
universities strengthen their administrative operations.

4. A- universi ty rust per iodically Nview the organization and proc edures of
its 'various administrative systems and make adjustments necessary to

, assure i,tsel -f spe,ci fi cal ly thal its systems are fulfi 1 ling ,the

responsibilities assumed by the university, when i t. accepts F,deril 'grants'
'and contraCts ,

I

5. Conflict. is introduced into the agency- university -relatiAship because,
, on the one hand, agencrep insist that universi ties accept administrative .

requirements with which universities cannot successfully comply through
their normal aci,Tni ni strati ve ,sys terns while, on tie other hand; universities
fail 1 *to .evaluate careful ly their compliance* capabilit=ies and the actual r
costs to comply. The resulting situation exacerbates the glaneral
relationship.
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Practi& Assistance fov_Universities

ote

Ode of our general conclusions above is that "a university mustsperioditally review
the organization and procequres of its various admAisfrative systems and make
adjustments necesSary to assure itself specifically that. these systems'are fulfilling

, the reiponsibilities,asigmed by the - university when it accepts Federal grants, and
contracts,.". In additioirto the) Impact Reports, our Rill Project is also producing
three-rePorts-whicikaim tar-provide universi ies with some practical assistarice to

'aid them in identaing.'anV correcting ad nistratiVe inadequacies.
, )

. 0,...

1

praising Administrative Operations: A Guide for Universities'
and Colleges

sib

,

This publication is based on a study of e operations and effectiveness of the ,-

University of California's Quality of Management Program. The QflP is a per0Mbi,,
systematic, cyclical pro of review'of administrative operations. The program
hasbeen conducted for .ke oast..thre?iyears by each of the nine. University campuses
under a University -wide framework. lbservations htave been made of the effectiveness
of.tec'hniqbes used at various campuses, and the pro esses.and experiences that went
into the condutt of the evaluations are described. The Guide assesses various
techniques used in planning, condttting, implementing, and evaluating adMinistrative

,

appraisal reviews. Includett are review,guideline questionnaires for conducting.
evaluations of the general management of an organization, and of twelve functional
areas, for exampie: Contract and Grant Administration; Financial Accounting;
Personnel; Student Financial Assistance Administration;'Reistrar.

- Critical s rnvolved in te.Review of Research Proposals 4

at Univ ties l

V t A
,

This report discusses various facets of the campus process in relation to institutional
commitments; academic planst.nd campus restraints; acceptability of agency_iterms and
conditions;,adequacy oft the proposal budget and other considerations. Basd upon
-research on contract and 'grant operations, and 11 impact of Federal contract and
grant requirements at the Berkeley, Los Angele and San Diego campuses, the report
will help institutions identify critical responsibilities in the review and
approval process. .

Organization and Management of Narge Organized Research Unit within
a Campus Environment - Scripps Institution of Oceanography

This report summarizes the results of a studyigade in 1973) of the organization and
management of Scripps Institution of OceanographY and its relationships vith the
University of California and evaluates some of the resulting administrative
changes that have beenllade since that time. Specific areas to be included ate:
provisions for project management, budgetin and p)anning, contract and grant
administration', fulling arrangements, technical support, administrative prvides,
data and scientific collections. Evaluation was made in 1975 and 1976.

We regard the4Rrblications described above'.as a ollary to our general conclusion
that universities must assure themselves of the ffectivene f their administrative

systems. For exanple, 4.nce the appraisal proces describ din the,Guide is aimed .

at the actual perforManc of administrative systems, s.an immebil-FtTrelation.ship

cif a mniversity's Abilit to comply effectively with requirements; the'discussion
of proposal approval lights significpnt points in the process where responsibility

, 'must be exercised by the nivetsity; theorganized research unit study describes
adjustment in organizat on and administration designed to more effectively respond

to requirements. These are concfete demonstrations of,ways,to Assure responSible,
effective stewardship.
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FUNDING OF FEDERAL

A
CONTRACTS AND GRANTS

SiiMMOY

I. Introduction

Aim

Cash flow, orthe funding of contract and grant funded programs is an integral
part of the larger area.encomptssed within Financial Management. Three methods
of Federal payment are used:

e

1. , The letter of credit,.

2. advance by Treasury Check, or
3. reimbursement by Treasury check.

In recent years, Federal sources have recognized the - impact of'non-stapdardized.-'
requirements among agencier within these areas for cost reimbursement, cash ad-
vances and financial reporting requirements and have moved to implement uniform ,

,practices to relieve the burdens of compliance placed on non-profit institutions.

'II. Federal Requirements

Federal requirements concerning cash flow are outlined as to:

1. Method of payment,-
2. cash depositary 'requirements, and
3 financial reporting requirements.

( Theproposed Federal Management Circular, FMC 75- "Uniform AdmidNstrative Require-
ments for Educational Institutions, Hospitals aid her- Private n-Profit
Institutions" (popularly referred to as "A 102 1/2") contains si ificant recommen-
dations for unifbrm agency application of requirements in the ab e areas.

III. Federal'Agency DeVelopment of Uniforlikand-Simplification

Beginning with tne.Hystad Report (U.S. Bureau of the Budget, Report on the Project
" Concerning the Policies, Terms and Conditions Used for Research Projects at Educa

tional-Institutions 1966.) several -stepsih&ve been taken to simplify.and ddhsts-;

teW.y apply payment procedures. The proposals of the Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare Federal Assistance Fihancing System (DfAFS) and the recommenda-
tions of the Commission on Government Procurement for Regional Contract Payment
Offices are outlined.

IV. bWniversity Implementing Policies and Procedures

The University of California's (the University) Accounting Manual under "gontracts
and Grants: Federal Cash Advance Programs" adequately details_the various Federal
payment melds and indicates procedures for each.

In addition, the Chief Accountant periodically follows up on Federal accounts
receivable by means of am aging schedule,to ascertain the effectiveness of Univer-
sity claiming procedures and the magnitude of the areas of concern.-

V. Impact of Requirements

The'research conducted indirates thpt the Federal requirements concerning cash
flow have significant impact on the University in several areas:

11
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ZNVIRONkNTAL HEALTH AND .SAFETY

SUMMARY
I. FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

''The campus health and safety programs are-determined overwhelmingly by the.require-'
ments of the Federal, State and local regulatory agencies rather than the specific
requirementsof individual Federal funding agencies. Furthermore, the campus health
and safety programs are generally applicable to all campus activities and not spec-
ifically identified with contract and grant activities.

Most of the specific Federal agency requirements are limited to.general references
to regulatory agency or statutory requirements. The National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) does require, in connection with specific contracts, the sub-
mission of health and safety plans and'reports on accidents and other incidents.
The other-Federal agency requirements, as outlined in the repdrt, are vary general
in character. None,of these specific requirements have-a substantive" impact on
health and safety programs for contract and grant research activities. The Federal,
State and local regulatory requit-'ements, hdwever, are a determining factor in the
health and safety programs.

II. UNIVERSITY'OF CALIFORNIA'POLICIES' AO PROCEDURES

The University of California policy statements on health and safety are very brief
and general in character. This situation reflects the existence of- comprehensive.

FederaT, State and local health and safety. regulations and the .absence of a Univer-
sity-wide staff officer for this function. They outline, generally, the basic
health, safety, and fir protection policies, the academic departmental responsibil-
ities for health and Alety, and the responsibility of the Chancellors for review of
contract and grant proposals for health and safety considerations. A 1973 Presiden-
tial task force report on the status of health and safety highlighted.the need for
-a strengthened health and safety program particularly in view of the CAL-OSHA re-
Oirements, but if these resources were applied selectively, a fifty percent reduc-
tion of losses would be possible over a ten year peripd. ,Both the initial added
costs and the long term benefits would have a significant impact on contract and
grant research programs.

III. UC SAN DIEGO IMPLEMENTINt PROCEDURES

The general approach taken on the UC,San Diego'campus in the field of health and
safetly*is that observance of the general regulatory and advisory guidelines of
Federal, State and local agencies,will more than satisfy the specific requirements
of Federal funding agencies. .However, some of thelapecific,Federal requirements re-..
sult in an administratiVe.burden on research opera ons with limited benefil-4o the
research program. Thus, in general, the Federal, State and local health and safety
requirements of the regulatory agencies rather than requirements of.the*Federal
funding agencies determine the campus health and safety program. It is these reg-
ulatory requirements that have a significant impact on campus research programs.

The UC San Diego implementing policies in the field'of health and safety are fairly
general in character and reflect the provisions of University-wide requirements.
Contract and grant proposals are reviewed for health and safety considerations, but
no forMal approvals are required. Radiation Safety Manuals have been issued for the
main campus and the Medical School which set forth radiation standards and requir'e
Committee approval of all applications for use,of radioisotopes. Although

CAL-OSHA is applicable to the University, no campus Manual hasbeen issued and no
state inspections have been made on the UC San Diego campus. The increased health
and safety evenditures that are anticipated will require increased, direct and in- -

direct charges to contract and grant funds for their proportionate share of the cam-
_
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ENVIRO!MENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

SUMMARY
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requirements of the regulatory agencies rather than requirements of,the'Federal
funding agencies determine the campus health and safety program. It is these reg-
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The UC San Diego implementing policies in the field'of health and safety are fairly
general in character anereflect the provisions of University-wide requirements.
Contract and grant proposals are reviewed for health and safety considerations, but
no forfial approvals are required. Radiation Safety Manuals have been issued for the
main campus and the Medical School which set forth radiation standards and require
Committee approval of all applications for use.of radioisotopes. Although

CAL-OSHA is applicable to the University, no campus Manual habeen issued and no
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and safety evenditures that are anticipated will require increases* direct and in-
direct chargeS to contract and grant funds for their proportionate share of the cam-
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,pus costs.

IV. IMPACT STUDIES ON THEUC SAN OIEGO CAMPUS

On the basis of a series of studies in Scripps Institute of Oceanography, the Med-
ical School and the General Campus, the impacts of health and safety requirements
on the UC San Diego campus are discusSed under the following subjects:

Health and Safety Features of Conti-act and Grant Proposals. The campus Environment-
al Health and Safety Officer receives a copy of the Requet for Extramural Support
ARES) forms but does not normally indicate his formal approval before the proposal
is forwarded to'the funding agency. The procedure keeps the. Environmental Health
an Safety Office informed on emerging research programs but does not appear to be
an effective mechanism for participation in the campus planning process for research
programs nor does it fully meet UnOvers'ity-wide requirements.

Health and:Safety Programs for Animal, Resources. The animal care program at UC San
Diego operates under the direction-of the Campus Veterinarian and the Office of
Animal Resources in the Medical School and is financed through recharges. ,While
`the extensive requirements for animal care are being met, it is increasingly diffi-
cult to-maintain animal care Standards in view of spirering cost's. Variations in
laboratory animal charges among different institutipns and the three to five-fold
increases in these prices in the past few years are matter's of increasing concern
to NIH, theeprincipal funding agency. These costs constitute a serious threat to
the maintenance of,minimum health and safety standar'ds add the quality of research.

Biohazards Program. The biohazards growing *out of exposure to patlogenic micro-
organisms and oncogenic viruses is a matter of increasing campUs 65ncernt A special
safety program and'manual is being developed tonmeet this potential danger in ad-
vance of specific agency requi're'ments. .

Impact of Specific Federal Agency Health and Safety Requirements. The specific Fed-
eral agency requirements relating to health and safety appear to haye no impact on
the substantive research programs. .They do, however, add to'the unproductive ver- iv
biage involved in the contract and grant process and in the case of NASA contracts
require preparation of neaith.and safety plans that have liftle or.no impact on the

r
health and safety program of the ca hs. Unless there are specific health and saf-
ety problems that require special & Option, such as-biohazards, the, imposition of
such requireTente as those used by. ASA appear to have no benefits or justification.

Impact of health and Safety Progran)pn Vessel Operations. Ocean vessel operations
of Scripps Instute oVOceanography present unique health and safety problems, but
these appear to have bgen resolved. Health and, safety of crews and scientists at
sea'for hong periods of time under high risk conditions is a matter of particular

, concern. The National Science Foundation (NSF) and Office of 'Naval Research (ONR)
arrange for periodic inspections of vesselsthfough the'University - National,Ocean-
pgraphic Laboratory System (UNOLS) particularly for vessel safety and evaluation of
udget requests.

The.Impact of OSHA and CAL-OSHA. The impact of OSHA and CAL-OSHA on UC San.Diego
research programs is only in its initial stages, but a number-of corrective prograMs
have been instituted on the campus. The rale of the'Environmental Health and Safety ,

Officer is materially-strengthened by the mandatory application of these regulations.
The funding of OSHA costs is not normally made a direct .issue in the contract and ]
grant prolksal process,but may'well become a matter of increasing concern tb campus .,..

management. Such a.program will require moreof the elements of systematic evaluation,
benefits and costs analysis of alternatives, and risk management. Also, it, will re.%
quire close coordination apd understanding between representatives of the campus and
the enforcement agencies to develop immediate and long-range programs to reduce

V a
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health and safety dangers to reasonable levels within available fundOng.

V. RECOMMENDATIONS

-Elimination or Reduction of Federal Agency Requirements'

Federal funding agencies omit any references to health, safety or related insurance
and workmen's compensation requiremenVf in Contracts or grants to educational in-
stitutions or-limit their General Provisions to general references to,applicable
regulations. Exceptions should be made only with'respect to those cases where
specific health and safety hazads or special insurance problems are involved in
the research project or program, and are not covered by existing regulations..
These special situations should be identified; and specific requirements prescribed
in the contract or,grant documents.

Health and Safety as a Risk Management Program. /
Both the health and safety enforcement agencies, and campus environmental tiealth and
safety offices develop a reasonable balance in the enforcement of regulations,

,taking into consjderation.sUch factors as!the degree of risks involved, the cost ,

outlays required, impact ort 4-gsearch, and the degree of commitment and pro ress to-
wardwhealth and safety objectives. The apademit and esearch departments hould be
equally understanding and responsive to health and fety needs in their esearch '

, proposals and.operations,and their, commitment to' ieve the objectives of the
health and salety programs. Management of educ tonal institut'ons should beikept
fully informed of health and safety conditions and the degrees risk and cost/ben-
efits involved. By the. same token, management has -a---respons-fbilitytq tfri;e--er-leact-

ers.hip role in resolving areas of differences which may develop among academic re-
search personnel, the Environmental Health and Safety Officer, and 'the regulatory
agencies.

,

.

.

,Funding of Increased Health and-Safety Costs
(

.
.

Where specific health and s'afetpconsi rations.are involved to a substantial de-

ll
gree in proposed research projects, re ted costs should be identified in the re- '1

search proposals and specific funds requested for these purposes. To cover those,
increased health and safety costs that have a more diffused, impact on campus opera-
tions, including contract and grant research, increases should be made in the in-
direct cost recovery charges for the proportionate 'share represented by those re-,
search programs. .

Health and Safety Considerations in Research Proposals .

. ,
, , ,

.'
A'clear campus policy shbuld,be promulgated that places primary responsibility for
health and safety consideratiorit of contract and grant proposals in the Attcipal.
investigators and the academic channels of review at the department or higher level.
In addition, ther4" should be a requirement for advance consultation with the Envi-
ronmental Heal4'and Safety Officer by the principal investigator. The proposal .

forms should state that there has been such consultation and refer to any unresolved __,/
problems. The Environmental Health and Safety Office should\be available for con-
sultation during the proposal development process and should continue to review all
proposals to keep informed on research programs and to advise management on any
potential health and safety problems that may be involved and are. not resolved. He
should not however, be in the, formal proposal approval process. CampJ,s.planning 01:
research and academic.programs for health and,satety and other management considera-
-tions shouldbe a separatt planning pr'ocess rather than a by-product of the review
of individual contract and grant proposals.
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-Ageirw ndlJniyersitAperation in Development of Laboratory Animal Policies (,

.4epresentatives of NIH and universities with significant research programs in-
Alse of animals should work together in the development of an acceptable
`fUnding such operations based upon cost accounting methods and reflect -

icant differences in administrative policies among research' institutions.

.
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FEDEfiL PRQCUR1ENT REQUIRPIENTS,

u M Mr A R /

Part I

Itrtduction

This Yepori is a case study based on the underlying premise tbit federal require-

ments should be as rein al as possible consistent with responsible stewardship.
Within the-area of fedifal procurement requirements, two different systems have

been identified for analysts. The search is for that balance in which federal

requirements are not so lenient that they permit irresponsible expenditures, nor r

so strict that they involve a 'large administrative burden without measurably

improving respohsibe spending

I. Procurepent budgeting Requirements Under...the
Agency Approval and Institutional Approval Systems

The two different models identified for.analysis in this reporfire the Agency //

Approval system and thg Institutional Approval system.

:Under the Agency ApprovS1 system, the grantee must receive approval from the agency
before transferring funds within approved operating categories in order to purchase,_

research equipment. .

Under the Institutiontl.Approval system, approval authority fgr equipment rebudget-
ing has been delegate. to the grantee institution.' The grantee roust receive ap-

proval from his institution only before rebudgeting for the procurement of research

equipment._
;

II. Campus Processes for Equipment Procurement,Rebudgeting Under

the Agency Approval and InstitutionalApproval Systems

Under the Agency Approval system; A'rebudgeting reques is reviewed both within

thlb institution And at the 'agency. At the same time t at an internal purchase

requisition- is submitted to the procurerne'nt system, a letter of justification must

be sent,forward for agency review. Action cannot be complefed,until the agency

review has beemaccompli'shed. - .

.s,
.

The Institutional Approval systemavoids the delays of the Agency Auroval system
by permitting rebtdgeting requests to be reviewed within the institaion as the

entire.reques

e

package is processed, in the case -of the Berkeley system; by uti-

4lizing a sin form.

1
The impact of the latter system has ben such that researchers and administrators

strongly recommend that it be adoptedby all federal agencies.

-
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III. Comparison of the Impact Of the Two RebudgetingSystems

The Institutional Approval system is shown to have the following advantages over

4 the Agency Approval system:

5,

1. Minimisation of delays; - . .
.

.. .

2. Minimization of administrative work for research6r and, support staff'''.

3. .Possible improvement in the quality'of research;

4. Improvement in researcher moral; and

S. Reduction in costs. .

AMP

4

IV. .Conclusions
r

1

Given a philosophy Which calls for minimal requirements consistent with re'sporsAble
stewardship, the Institutional 'Approval model is superior. The.evidence presented
in the Paper also suggests that, in general, delegation of authority and increased
reliance on the administrative control systems of institutions warrants further use.

Part 2

Introduction

Of the many federal requirements applicable to contract and grant operatiohs, those
covered irr this section are considered to have been-established to benefit both the
governmeint and the institution. There has been, evidently, limited efforts to
measure the degree to which this goal has been achieved. And it is an underlying
impression from the following surveys that.in order to bring about situations lend-

. ing themselves to positive results, several areas should be re-evaluated interms
of their original intent and their current status.

I. Vendor Equal Opportunity

Executive Order 11246 and the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, have obligated 4

institutions to the establishing of procurement programs which encourage and de-
velop equal opportunity for minority suppliers to compete for university business.
Policies have been issued and procedures created, which permit the issuance of

trial ord6rs to test performance otential., In addition, vendors are required to'
certify to the existence of e employment opportunity and non-segregated f

l 'iti es.

,

The success of this program is such that it is considered, an on-going part oi the
normal 'purchasing function and not a costly additional requirement:

5

II. Screening Property

if. The federal government makes available bath the Defense Industrial Plant Equipment
Center and Equipment Visibility Systems which are utilized by recipients of I
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contracts ana grants in the attempt to locate needed equipment. Both systems re-
quire the processing of prescribed" orms. It tas been the experience of this

\ campus that neither system has pr uced equipment to the extent needed, and,most
' research admtnistrators recommen that basic research orientedprojects be exempted

from their use.

III. Obtaining Excess Property

The G3A system:which makes-available excess peronal prOperty to research insti-
tutions, is utilized to a si,gnificant extent Py Berkeley' campus projects. Monthly
catalogs are intensively searched and, when items are found, campus procedutes

'which incorporate the use of a single government form are carried out. This system
has a long hist ry of positve impact upon projects which, often-for the price of
transportation nly, have been immeasurably aided.

Ss,

IV.' RecoN Keeping

. .

Procurement documents are retainedin accordance with both federal requiremeqs
and UniversitY 'policies. This essential function encompasses the recording oT
equipment acquisition by definition either as inventorial type or that fo.be used
for Speciaittest py-poses onlyt) It has been of positive value to retain procure-
ment files1Tor significant peYiodis of time, partiCularly with respect to the dk
reference effort often required when disposition or title change occurs. (Note:
for a related discussiOn of.property management, see the E. Z. Irvin and A. B.
Jebens report in. this RMI series.)

V. Subcontract Administration

This brief survey of such' a Vast subject emphasizes that the Federal - Procurement
Regulations and the Armed Service Procurement Regulations are the base documents
in this field. Significant experience has been gained within the Berkeley pro-

. curement function by years of accumUldted reference to these documents. This
experience has-benefitted fesearch administration because of the inclusive nature
of these twb policy and procedure manuals.

I o
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IINtiNCIAL MANAGEMENT: BUDGETING AND REPORTING
UNuER FEDERAL CONTRACTS AND GRANTS

SUMMARY

I. INTRODUCTION

financial management of, contracts and' grants is concerned with many topics re-
Jated to funds received by the University frOm ,federal agencies for the support
of research, training and public service programs.. This stUdy'encompasses. four
of the central topics, consisting of:

1. Budgeting 4.1 a

2. RebUdgeting

3. Reporting

, 4. Recordkeeping

Other financial management studies conducted by this Research Management ImpiroCie-
ment Project are: Cash Flow, Cost-Recovery, Federal ProcitemeotRequirements,-,
Property Management, and Time and,Effort Reporting.

The'tnterrelatignships among the four main subjects of this report are pervasive
and crucial. Therefore, all four are-6-tudied-here in a single report rather
than in separate reports. Variations in' e agency requirements on those sub-
jects area formidable array, ste ing fr divergentagency approache to aca7
demically based research. Main at ention is given to'grants, and contracts are
discussed only as they relate to s ecial problems.

. J 4

II. FEDERAL BUDGETARY R IUIREMENTS
4

Budgetary detail relating to Feder 1 funds is,much greater than the detail which
most -institutions require for thei own resources. Furthermore, variatiohs in
agencyrequirementS pertaining to Budgetary matters pervade the entire process,
from the preparation of the proposal budget through budget adherence and control
and the rebudgeting of funds. These v.arfations occur between agencies as'well as
within agencies, such as fvt*pl

%
gra t to grant or among different officials of a

given agency.

III. FEOERAL EXPEN-ATURE REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Expenditure reporting, as a secondary.00ntrol feature, is introduced when agencies
- require reporting by specific categories. The form and content of expenditure
reports, apdthe frequency of submission, vary from agency to agency, dependent
omoassorted motivating factors. i)
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The "Financial Status Report," which will be promulgated in forthcoming redpula
Lions, is being`used py an increasing number of,agencieS in an'attempt.to achieve
greater standardization. Whether or not it will accomplish its purpose will
depend mainly on whether agencies maintain its basic uniformity and'simplicity,
or alter its use by a profusion of,deviations.

documents supporting cash flow, such as the,DhEW Federal Assistance Financing
System, may serve a dual purpose by doubling as vehicles for obtaining cath and
as reports of funds expended.

,t

IV. INPLEMEUIAT-teft OF REQUIREMENTS

At the University Qf California the implemOo.tatlonprocess for the control of
budgets and expendituresis built around a sophisticated computerized accounting

,

system which Incorporates budgetary as well 'a,s financial transactions'. Although
`this system is heavily relied upon, agencies' requirements ran control and re-
port1ng of line, item categories, and for unusually complex program-related re=
ports of expenditures and estimated expenoOtures, also necessitate manual systems
and controls which must be. superimposed on the automated system.

Preparation of final expenditure reports is a cooperative effort between the
Accounting Office and the Principal Investigator. For some repOrts it is the

;11

Principal Investigator who must supply data ir6hi ly complex financial and
.

program related form; This poses a severe probl m as project related staff-often
lack the accounting and analytical background for these reports.

V. IMPACT OF THE REQUIREMENTS

AppliCation of federal requirements is inconsistent and unreasonable in its level
of-review, detail of justification, and severity of application and causes nega-
tive impacts on the University. examples 'of these negative aspects are:

1. The artificial segmentation )of research program work around budgets'
arranged for finahcial cohsiderationsrrather than for programmatic
needs.

t

Z. Delay in project work and problems in 'Scheduling caused by factors
such as time quired for obtaining approvals.

3. Potential disallowances and co quent costs that must be absorbed
by the University when lack offlarity and cOnsistency in require-
ments makes implementation extremely difficult.

4. Increased costs for manpower and related facilities resulting from
stringent requirements which are difficult to implement...

The University has benefitted fro the development of cost center-cost accounting
informatioh systems and professionallOesearch administrative staff. Benefits from
this .professionalism have'carried over into other areas of administration, and.

'therefore represent a favorable impact in this respect.
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Overall, however; the writers feel that the inconsistency,-Complexity and lack °

of clarity of the requtrement-s strain the capability of, the University in
plementing theM proper y.

ar

The Federal Agencies'

Among the recommended changes in fe deral policies with the potential forimproving
the quality of research and simplifying financial managepnt are these:

1. Use scientific program progress reports to monitor research instead of
relying on financiA reports and controls.

.

2. Provide plexibility in spending to the greatest reasonable degree, to
accommodate the pacing and the natural direction of the research.

3. Standardize requirements, at the lowest possible level of'detail, so
long as they encourage 'flexibility rather than rigidity and letsen
the burden on the research process and the institution. Certain por-
tions of OMB Circular A-102 q/2 appear to have favorable potential.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

4. Clarify imprecise terminology, including definitions; and use standard
language, whenever possible..

5. Extend ONEW Federal Assistance Financing System (DFAFS) to include
annual reports, thereby reducing expenditure detail and individual
variations apong agencies.

b. Reference all requirements in handbooks and manuals back to the original ,

or earlier soupces.

The University

Although elimination of adverse Federal requirements appears to b the most bene-
ficial avenue, institutional changes at the University, such as the following,
should be explored:

1. Closer coordination of all administrative components of the contracts
and grants system, especially the proposal, budget and reporting units.

2. More coordinated administrative support by campus centralized or academic
units to serve directly the principal investigator and researchers.

3. Modification of University automated reporting systems, so that budget
categories and expenditures are directly related and reporting periods
for cash flow and expenditure reporting conform .with agency demands.
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SUMMARY

INDIRECT AND DIRECT COST RECOVERY
UNDER FEDERAL CONTRACTS AND.,GRANTS

INTRODUCTION

This study orcost recovery is concerned with the process oc reimbursement to-colleges
and universities for performance; of research and training' and provision of educational4

r, -services under Fedetal contracts and grants. The study addresses bask questiong of what '
5. costs does the uni*sity recotrer and how does it recover these costs, both direct and

indirect. While the process is essentially a simple one for a single reontract or grant, it has
become qUite complex and controversy for institutions conimitted to substantial Federal
contract and grant 'operations. SpbseTuent sections of this report identifyer factors
complicating the cost recovery process, describe University of Califor a operating
procedures and experiences with cost recovery, discuss recent developments in cost

. recovery policy revision. and make a series of recommendations that could lead to
improvements in the cost recovery process tozoth Federal agencies end educational
institutions.

I
The basic thenee of this study is that the cost recovery process requires, 1) a reasonable

' level of accountability, financial planning and control by educational institutions, and 2)
recognition Ir Federal agencies of complexities of accounting and management problems
involved in carrying out large-scale contract and grant programs in a university
environment.

CHAPTER 1- FACTORS gOAFLIC ATING THE COST RECOVERY PROCESS

1. Federal Cost Recovery Guidelines and Requirements

Federal Management Circular 73-8, Cost Principles for Educational Institutions (FMC 71-
- 8), provides basic gui for cost recovery by educational institutions. The tone of the

Circular is Ae of reasonable adcountapility, negotiation and compromise with wide
flexibility fdridentifying ftill allocated costs, based upon open interaction between
representative of Federal agencies and institutions.

Unlik Alleles for profit making organizations, this Circular is based in many respects
- .

upon incremental or byproduct rather than a full joint cost accounting approach, which
places i stitutions at a distinct financial disadvantage.

..

4r ' .
Allowable costs, both direct and indirect, arp the focus of attention of more fban 90
paragraphs and subparagraphs of the -Citcular. Important institutional costs, such as
,interest, on borebwed capital, are excluded completely while others and subject to liiniting
conditions. In addition, individual agencies er-40 specifip contract and grant requirements
furtherllinit allowable costs. . .(
Diftext4nd indirect coats are differentiated VI general terms as to degree and e e of
identity with the research project, and opt by standardized definitions or the nature of the
goods or services. consistency of treatment under like circumstance§is required, but ,this
does not result inTiomplete uniformity in treatment ;of similar costs, because of valid
differences in institutions, administrative systems and research environment.
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Indirect cost allocation ancr cost rates are based upon the distribution of such costs
propOrtionately to different institutional objectives: a simple concept, but one that can
become quite ,complex as described in the regulations and in practice, particularly under
the current adversary relations with Federal audit, and negotiating agencies. Various cost
pooling arrangements are authorized and different approachespr cost distribution and
weighting factors may be used, if determined equitable. .Alternative indirect cost rates,
are negotiated where different environmental 'factors exist. The result is a complex
schedule of rates applied to -salaries and wages or modified total direct costs, with
numerous minor variations in definitWons of these bas Indirect cost rates may be
provisional, post determined, predetermined fixed, or, fixed with a carry-forward feature.
Most major institutions use the latter type.

The required certification that all charges are api-t7riate and in accordance with the
anent involves an institutional pre-audit of expenditures in e cost recovery process.

2. Indirect"Cost Recovery Proposal, Audit and Negotiation Proce s
s.

An indirect cost recovery rate proposal is Submitted to the co nizant audit-negotiation
agAncy, which is DHEW for over 90% of the institutions, us ally un an annual basis. The
rate proposal preparation and negotiation process_has expan d oilt\of all proportions in
the past five tears, as a result of major policy implementa lifer nces and audit
disallowances. Negotiated rates, once approved, are accepted by othe edera agencies,
but rate increases may present difficult problems of implementation for th institution
when 'applied to continuing cost-reimbursement contracts that were nelotia d at a lower
rate payable out of earlier year funds.

9

Special recharge rate proposals may be required for certain institutional services, such as
the computk,center or patient care- costs. These .negotiations often involve complex
questions of differentiating leases and sales, inclusion df interest oosts reasonableness of
rates-and possible inequity of charges to Federal contracts and grants in relation to other
users.

3: Institutional Factosomplicating Cost Recovery Process

fitotInstitutional 'factors Complicating the cost recovery process range from academic
attitudes toward planning, management and financial control processes to the nature of
administrative systems and realities of tarrying out a number of intermixed programs
under different funding sources. In addition, indirect costs helve increased substantially in
receV years. A more subtle point is that dlpect costs are funded directly and are
corirolled at the departmental or organized re arch unit level, while indirect costs are
the responsibility of intermediate and higher levels cif' administration. Moreover, funding
of indirect costs. is confused by the budgetary proceSses and the use of campus-wide and
institutional-wide cost averages. This results in principal _investigators and funding
agencies seeking special indirect cost rates and being critical of indirect policies and
practices.

Institutional management is required to carry out joins an intermixed progra m objectives
funded from a wide variety of fund sources without basicNorking capital funds,but with
expectations of a high degree offinancial stability. At the same time, there is increased
emphasis on accountability for each of hundreds, or thousands of segmented fund sources,
as well as for overa system operation.

41
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4. Federal Agency Factors Complicating Cost Recovery Process

The very number of`Federal agencies involved in funding contract and grant operations,with their' variations in, allow&ble costs arid cost recovery procedures, is a major
complicating factor. Different cost reporting categories and requirements fQr supportingdata add to the problem. More fundamental problems arise out of the confused policy
position and rationale- for institutional cost sharing for Federal 'projects, and Federal
agency attitudes toward responsibility for support of higher education. Also, absence ofTbntipuingo.e6risistent and effective Executive Office leaOrship in cost recovery andottrEi financial policy matters, independent of individual Federal Tunding agencies, makesit difficult to resolve these issues in a mutually satisfactory manner. L.,

CHAPTER 2. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA EXPERIENCE WITH COST RECOVERY

Cost reepvery operations in the University of California are centered at individualcampuses, except that indirect cosyqcovery rate determinations, advance payments, andMaster contract negotiations and development of administrative systems are generallyresponsibilities of Systemwide Administration. Direct cost recovery represents aburdensome paperwork operation for the Extramural Accouwting Staff, with an emphasison audit of individual transactions. University of California administrative systems do notaccommodate direct production of expenditure reports required by the agencies, as is true.in a few other institutions, nor does it permit effective financial control by complete*comparison and analysis of expenditures in relation to budget and planning documents.

The University kas experienced few disallowances of direct cOrts, but cutrent cognizant_
agency audits of this and other institutions are raising numerous and substantial questionsof potential disallowonces. They involve controversial issues of fund expenditure
transfers, time- and effort reporting and certification, payments to consultants, late orearly charges and related matters.

Indirect cost recovery rate oposals have been receiving increased attention in theUniversity. The current rate roposal has beeit the subject of extensive audit andnegotiation. Questions are beiflg raised on a number of major issues, although the
proposed rate is almost identical: to that for the previous year and there has been nosignificant change in the research program or University environment. Final determin-
ation may well be almost a year late in its application to 1975-76.

The University shifted from a rate base of salories and wages to
in

total directcosts for fiscal year 1974-75. The change resulted in some shifts in impact on individual
co4tracts and grants, but made no change in the total amount to be recovered. It resulted
io/more equitable-assessment of indirect costs and avoided some of the arbitrary effectof use of salary and wage base. Although there was some initial opposition, the new ratebase has operated satisfactorily.

..

The academic research community of the University ha's learned'to live with direct cost
recovery requirements, although there is still some evidence of opposition to andvariations in observance of, time and effort reporting an other paperwork routines.Indirect cos are a different matter. There is little support for indirect cost policies andpractices. This situation' is aggravated by University syStefris off'_ funding: and finavial
control which do not accommodate the realities of indirect costs. ProgreSs in changing
these practices is being made, but it has not satisfied the aeademle community or fundingagencies.

11!
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CHAPTER 3. RECENT NATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS IN COST RECOVERY POLICIES

As an outgrowth of the developments and conditions described in this report, DHEW has
taken a series of steps which have had a major impact on cost recovery -policies and-
Practices. Actual or proposed disallowances arerbecoming widespread, cost recovery rate
proposals are being given a thorough review,°and a complete revision of FMC 73.8 has
been proposed 'and circulated that incorporates fifteen major policy6changes. University
officials anticipate that,, these revisions would reduce inch ci cost `recovery by 40% or
more, without any reduction in the indirect cost burde of the institution. They are
seeking to have the matter reconsidered on a f basis through GSA, OMB,
Congressional Committees and their own organizations.

CHAPTER 4. RECOMMENDATIONS -

I. Federal-University Relationships

a. Cost Recovery Policies Must Be Developed in Context Of Overall Federal-
University Relations Any substantial modification of cost recovery policies,
particularly those rel ing to allowable costs and indirect cost rate determinations,
should be accomplished within the broader contat of clarification of the basic
character of Federal-university relationg,hips in research, instruction, and public
service. This includes resolution of the issue of the degree of university cost sharing
for differet Federal-university programs.

b. LiO.ted Number of Federal-University Arrangements Should Be Prescribed.
Federilisuniversity relationships should,be based on s premise that a limited number
of alternative; arrangements; from competitive procivencent contracting to outright
institutio*IneliVidualcirkoject support for research, instruction and public service
programs-1,4s required,WKIesirablei Each of these alternatives may well require
different processes rcfrilfpplicailions and proposals; different terms and conditions in'
the agraternet; 441`0141 degfees of Federal support or institutional cost sharing;
different polleies'4N the degree to which indirect costs should be considered
re'c'overable ,and certain direct costs considered allowable; and different audit and

-A.': evaluation procedures.

c. Basic Federal Agency Requirements Should Be Standardized...Within each of the
broad categories of Federal-university relationships that are established, Federal
agency procedural requirements for direct cost recovery, advance payments,
expenditure reporting, number of copies of reports, degree%of detail for supporting
documentation, close-out ,procedures and audit practices should be standardized.
Federal emphasis should be on standardizAion of E.e,deral agency practices, rather
than on attempting to standardize university practices thrpugh-the auditing process.

d. Application of Guidelines for Indirect Cost Recovery Should Be Flexible and
Equitable, Based on Full Joint Cost Recovery for Research PPOgrams. Effective
standard. guidelines for indirect cost determinations should be developed for all
categoeies of these Federal-university. arrangements, Although variations in the
degree of recovery of these costs may be provided undersorne arrangementi, full
recoyery of joint costs under Federal research contracts, and grants should be
auorized. These guidelines, should recognize that indirect- and direct costs cannot
be forcfild into rigid and arbitrary definitions, but, mush reflect need for full
identification of all 'indirect costs, based' upon an'effective joint cost accounting
approach, which recognizes that cost ,classifications' will vary under different

3°
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organization arrangements, adminisirative systems and management conditions.
Where joint costs are involved, mutually acceptable, equitable methods of cost
allocation and 'distribution must be developed that avoid the minutiae, cost and
objections of complete time n d effort reporting; detaileJ equipment and space
utilization and inventory data; and full cost accounting systems. Rather, reliance
should be placed on the use of sensitive, equitable and readily available indicators of
use and costs. Art

e. Agency Exceptions Should Be Controlled. Individual agency and specific contract
and grant exceptions to standardized prodedures for these different categories of
relationships should be strictly controlled. Where exceptions are made, full
opportunity for appeal by educational institutions to a central staff agency for an
impartial review should be permitted.

f. No Overall Co t-Sharing Percentage Limitations Should Be Imposed. No overall
agency or governm nt-wide percentage limitations on cost sharing or cost recovery
sho ld be included legislation or administrative regulatioris.

. Fe eral Audit and Negotiation Functions Should Not Be Responsibilities of4Fattaing
Agenci s. In view of the inherent conflict of interest involved, Federal tu'hding
ageneie should not perform the functions of auditing and negotiation of indirect cost
recovery rates. A separate organization in the Executive Officev of the President
should assigned these functions.

'h. A -Ce tral Federal Staff Policy.Role Required. An effective policy and leadership
role on ederalruniversity relkionships should be established in the Executive Office
of the President on a continuing basis for cost recovery and indirect cost practices
and related financial policies.' This staff, preferably in the Office of Managem6nt and
Budget, should. also be responsible for handling appeals from indltidual agency
determinations on these matters and from individual agency modifications in

established standards.

2. University Administration

a. Universities Should Improve Their Administrative Systems..'Universities should,
where Federal contract and grant operations are significant, develop or modify their
administrative systems to be more.directly responsive to various standardized Federal

.cost recovery requirements and models:

b. ,Universities Should Emphasize Planning, Manak_ement and Financial Con-tfal:-
Greater emphasis should be placed by universities on overall planning, management
and financial control of contract and grant expenditures, rather than on detailed
documentation and audit of specific.rninor items of expenditure.

e. Indirect Costs And Cost Sharing Information Should Be Integrated Into University
Administrative Systems. Indirect costs and cost sharing .practides of universities
should be built into budgeting and accounting systems so that reliable- data -can be
developed on. these items as an integral part of regular financial management and
control systems that recognize, indirect costs and cost sharing as major items of
management attention.
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d. Universities Should Assure That Adequate Funds Are Included in Current Campus
Budgetary Allocations To Meet Appropriate Share of Indirect Ccist Obligations.
Universities have a responsibility_ tif-a-s"' sure that adequate funds are reflected in
current budgetary allocations for departments, organized research units and sup -
porting staff offices to meet an appropriate share 'of indirect cost burdens. Such
provisions for current 'budgetary -allocations are required if these organizational
elements of the institutions are to be able to carry out their responsibilities for
support and stewardship of Federal oontract and grant operations and funds.'

e. Universities Should Promote Greater Understanding of Cost Recovery and Indirect
Costing Policies. After universities have taken steps to improve their administrative
systems and strengthen' their planning, management, and financial control practices
as part of their regular administrative systems, a concerted effort should be made to
promote faculty understanding And observance of their resporisibilities in cost
recovery and indirect costing operations of universities.

t
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PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

S U-M11 A R

ntroduction

Property management functions for the purposes of this report include the activi-
ties performed by the University from receipt throughout its useful life to final
disposition of materia.14, supplies and equipment acquired in connection with
Federal contracts and Grants. This includes propthy that is acquired as,
Government property or as University property but subject to certain reporting,
use, recovery rightsnr other conditions imposed by the Federal Government. The ,

acquisition and procUremetit of property is covered by a separate impact study
report. Lf the pra'erty becomes University property not subject to any further
Flderal requirements, conditions or other restrictions, it is outside the scope
of thiS report.

,

.

A substantial proportion of property at UC'San Diego falls within the categories
of Gover'nment property or of University property subject to special Federal'
property management requirements resulting from its being acquired in connection
with Federal contract's or grants. This is true although 99% of this property
will eventually become Arestricted University property or will be used exclu-
sively by the University during the life of the property. These requirements
were found to be quite burdenSome on research operations in the academic depart-
ments, on the equipment management staff, and on other staff offices of the
University. Their value in the accomplishment of substantive research results'
is very limited. Where agencies such as the National Science Foundation and the
National Institutes of Health have relaxed their controls, tile results have been
beneficial to both the agency and the University.

Much of the detailed ages regulations and provisions of contracts and grants
relating to property ma ement reflect the wording of the Grant Act and Office
of Management and Budget Circular A-101 which refer_to "discretionary authority"
to vest title in institutions "on such terms and:conditions as the agency deems
appropriate". Pending draft revisions of the Federal property management poli-
cies do not correct this situation. They appear to reflect the General ServiGes
Administrati ' concern with the technicalities_of property management rather
than with th support.of research at universitfies.

I.' SPECIFIC FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

The specific Federal requirements relating to property management are not only
voluminous but reflect a wide variation in the details of these requirements
among agenciesand within individual agencies for different programs and com-
ponents of the agency. The extent of the variations is shown in NO tabulations
of Federal agency requirements when title to property vests in the University and
when title vests in, the Government. In the latter case, agency variations are
more extensive than-when title vests in the University.

The National Institutes of Health and the Environmental Protection,Agency have
accepted the University of California property management regulations as meeting
the agency property control system requiriments, and this has resulted in a
substantial reduction in the admin4stratne burden on the University.

The conditions under which property is, considered nonexpendable are generally the
same for Federal agencies and under the University's property management system.
Whether, and at what stage of the process, title vests in the GovernMent or the
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University,is determined by the terms of the contract or grant. Variations in
the-specific' requirements fOr property which is under.either title status are
numerous. If Goverilrnt property.status is retained, additional requirements
are involved.

The recently. issued GSA regulations governing excess personal property announce
a policy encouraging use of excess property in connection with contract and
grants but impose a number of conditions on use and require retention of title
in the-Government. Agency implementing procedures have not, as yet, been issued
but they present thg potential for further restrictions on the universities in
the management of such property., Excess Government property is not, however,
a significant factor in UC San Diego research operations.

II. FEDERAL AGENCY RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVE REQ

)

LREAENTS,

Some Federal agencies assign a resident representative to in titutions to provide
assistance and expedite actions. Such a representative has been assigned by the

. Office of Naval Research to the UC San-Diego campus, and he has been authorized
to act as the representative of four other Federal agencies. The resident repre-
sentative hds been authorized to make most of the approvals required by these
Federal agencies in connection with property management functions. His presence
on campus has not resulted in any additional controls by the agencies.

III. UNIVERSITY OF C ,NIA IMPLEMENTING
POLICIES AI , CEDURES

The University of California policie,%pfrovide for a uniform property management
and inventory system throughout altl campuses which applies to all property owned
by or in custody of the University. The system is designedlto satisfythe rer
quirements of the Federal agencies as well as to meet University management needs.
Primary resplonsibility for property management is assigned to the principal in-
vestilator and to theNpartment assigned custody with supporting functions
assigned to the Equipmt Management Department.

University-wide regulations do not clarify the problem of recording title in the
University nor A they outline the specifics of an effective property utilization
program. Rather, the emphasis is on the mechanics of .the inventory system. The
major.deficiencies in the inventory system are the inability to record data on
fundsused to acquire property if it is identified" as University property add the
ambiguities in the coding system used to identify equipment items. Also, the'
requirement to note ,the contract or grant number on the University decal not
only repFesents a substantial workload, but it is not an effective substitute
for having this data in. the inventory system. The emphasis on this requirement
tends to detract from development of an effective property utilization program.

IV. UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO IMPLUIENTING
POLICIES AND PROCEDURES'

The Unigersity 9f California, San Diego policies and procedures are essentially a
repetition of the University-wide policies, but they do not resolve the deficien-
cies noted in the University-wide system. Also, under the UC San Diego practices,
the equipment inventory system does not record the-property as University property
,even if authorized by the terms of the contract or grant until after preparation
and approval by-the.agency of the property reporting lists. Special provisions
are made for property management responsibilities during contuct1and.9rant close-

,
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outs and for
,

the transfer of the property if a principal investigator transfers -
totnother institution.

V. RELATIONSHIP OF FEDERAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS =
AND THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA DELEMENTING

POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

The University of California implementing policies and prpcedures generally
parallel the Federal property management requirements. There are several areas
for' which no University implementing' policies have been issued where Federal
requirements exist or whereUniverssity procedures are not as strict as agency
regulations. These matters have be6n resolved at the campus level based on
working experience with the particular agency.

In several areas, particularly the perpetual inventory system for equipment,
the University system goes beyond the Federal agency requirements to meet its
sown management. needs. On the other hand, certain Federal requirements such as
restrictions on the use of property or the transfer of title would interfere
with any effective property u lization program that might be demeloped by the
University.

AtVI. IMPACT OF THE FEDERAL AGENCY REQUIREMENTS .ON THE UNIVERSITY

The determination of the impact bf Federal agency requirements on UC San Diego
was based on sample studies of the academic departments,"research units, the-

Equipment Management Department, the Actounting Office and the Contracts and
Grants Office. Two statistical studies were made. The first of these indicated
that of the 7,271 line '\ems'currently under inventory control, over 18% were
not recorded as University property and resulted in a thsproportionately larger
workload on he academic departments, research units and staff offices. Further-
more, if t restrictions on the transfer of title were raised from_$1,000 to
$3,000 the number of equipment items subject to Federal restrictions would be
reduced by 60%. This would represent a substantial savings .t the Federal
agepcies And the universities.' (
The second study was an analysis of nonexpendable property acquisitions in cal-
enda-r year 1972 and subsequent changes of status of these items since that time.
Out of 2,201 items acquired by UC San Diego in 1972, only 3% were Government
furnished, but of the items that continued to be in the inventory system as of
June 30, 1974, only 34% were recorded as University property. Of the 'remaining
two-thirds of the items that were not carrTed as University property, they were
involved in one or more fund number changes which involved considerable paper-
work.

The study revealed thIrthe maintenance of awareness of, an& compliance with.
the numerous variations in Federal agency propertimanagement requirements im-
posed heavy Workload burdens throughout the campus.

Particularly onerous was the impact of the Office-of Economic OppOrtunity require-
nts tbAt'placed almost all(property in the nonexpendable-category subject to

inv torycontrol and retained title in the Government. *Other requirements that
iwere identified as being burdensome included:

The Identification and Decaling of Government Property
Restrictions on the Use of Government Property
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Receipts for Government Property
Physical Invoitories and Reports

Disposition of Government Property

The study revealed that there were situations such-as under the National Sci'arte,
Foundation cbntract for DeepSea Drilling where the retention of Government
property status was justified. Under this contract the University is acting as
art,agent for the Federal agency to carry out an agreed upon area of research and
data gathering. The program operates fairly independently of other University re-
search and is carried out on agency leased vessels and agency-funded facilities.

The proposed requirements in' the draft Federal Management Circular re4ting to
residual inventories of expendable personal property appear to be unduly re-
strictive particularly since potential abuses could be handled throUgh alter-
native approaches that would be less burdensome on the University.

VII. RECOMmENDATIONS

/
On the basis of the analysis and findings of the impact study outlined in.the ear-
lier4chapters of the report, this Chapter provides recommendations relative to Fed-
eral requiremento, University of Calffornia policiesoand procedures, and education-

.

al institutions generally. .

Recommendations Relating to Federal Requirements

Standardization of Property Management Requirements and Practices

Representatives of the Federal Government and the educational institutions,should
collaborate in the development of a basic policy and detailed statement of stand-
ardized operating procedures to be followed with respect iio all aSpects of property

management relating t& contract and grant operations.

(t3tis..9 of Title to Nonexpendable Personal Property

A key feature of the standardized Federal property management system should be that
the title to property acquired by educational institutions with contract or grant
funds normally vest in the institution upon acquisition without further legal title,
eporting, use or disposition restrictions. This same policy should' also apply to

ss Government property made 'available to educational institutions. Exceptions to

this policy whereby the Government would retain title should be based upon mutually
acceptable guidelines, and the specific items of property which are to be treated as
exceptions to this.policy listed as part of the proposal and award process and spe-
cifically noted in the award.

ri

Control of Expendable Personal Property

The properly management requirements applicable to expendable personal property
should be limited to those presently in effect under research agreements to normal
budgetary, recording of expenditures, and audit procedures. The proposed require-

ment in the draft Federal Management Circular and the curregt PHS regulations re-
lating to residual inventories of expendable personal propdrty having a total ag-
gregate fair market value-of. $500 or more should he dropped, particularly for edu-
cational institutions with procurement and property management systems meeting min-

imum requirements.
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Use of Prope4y
-,

, I
1 The individual agency,c7Vract'and grant restrictions on the use of property acquir-

ed under Federal contract or grant operations sho ,ild be eliminated., Rather, reliance
-should be placed upon the fact pat the acquisition of the property was adeqUately
justified initially and that a mutually acceptable property utilization program or
property pooling arrangement had been adopted by the institution.

Reporting of Nonexpendable Personal\Prop2rty Acquisitigns

h pracfites of NIH and NSF of eliminating reports of the acquisition of nonexpend-
ab e personal property-to the funding agency, when the title vests in the educational
institution shcfuld be adopted by all Federal funding agencies.

Increase in OMB Circular A-101 and Related Federal Agency Restrictions on Acquisi-
tion, Use, IDisArition, and Recovery Rights of Nortexpenpable Personal Property from
$1,000 to $3,000

Ora Circular A-101 and related Federal agency restrictions applicable to the acqui-
sition, use, disposition, and recovery rights of nonexpendabie personal property
with an acquisiti.on'cost in excess of $1,000 should be amended to increase this
limitation to $3,000.

Recommendations Pertaining to University of California Policies and Procedures

Equipment Inventory Record System

The University of California equipment inventory record system kshould be revisefto
include data on the specific funds used to acquire the property,,at least for the
length of time that th contf.act or grant is active or that the specific fund num-
ber is valid. These data should be retained in the system even after the title to
the property is transferred to the University of California.

Use of Project- Fund Numbers

The fund numbers assigned to individual contracts and grants should be retained for
the life of the project rather than-be subject to change,each fiscal year, particu-
larly if the agency permits the institutions to carry forward fund balances to the
next fiscal year.

Property Utilization Program

The University ofBalifornia should take the lead in developing an effective prop-
erty utilization program including arrangements for equipment sharing and'pooling
subject to recharges or reimbursement, where appropriate. The system should expand
the equipment,inventory data system to include information on the actual use of such
equipment, specific lication, title status, uniform coding nomenclature, identifica-
tion of responsible custodian'at the operational level, maintenance schedules, and
repair information. Utilization committees made up of equipment manageent, tech-
4licians and academic department'staff officers should be established to monitor
operations of the program. An important feature of the system should be to have
the system operate on a d entralized basis to accomodate the needs of individual
campuses and avoid the corn lexitjes of the logistics of a centralized, multi-campus

/system.
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Univepity Equipment Policy n Decaling

The University of California equipment inyentory policy Statement requiring that the
contract or grant number under which the equipment was acquired be noted on the
identifying decal should be rescinded..

Recommendations Applying to Educational Institutions Generally

Other educational institutions, to the,.extent that it is feasible to do so, should
Bequest Federal agencies to adopt their own institutional', property control tstems
n lieu of the more restrictive individual agency requirements; arrange to take
title to nonexpendaPTe personal property upon agquisition, and develop effective.
equipment utilization programs' involving equipment sharing and pftling and other
features suggested for the University of California system. -

I
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PROPOSAL PREPARATIONy,NEGOTIATION AND AWARD ,

I. FEDERAL AGENCY REQUIREMENTS

general Discussion
-

Federal agency requirements relating to pOposal preparation, negotiation and a-
ward are characterized by the volume of material usedto describe the require-
ments and the extent of minor variations agency'by agency on the same basic theme.
These conditionsjprevail despite thR fact that each agency is seeking the same ba-
sic information ibout,the proposed research.

Proposal requirements are viewed differently by the administratiVe personnel, by
the academic'researchers, and by the scientific or academic administrators.
Also, the.), ars being applied to a wide range of different types of research pro
posals. Even the basic terminology relating to use of the terms "contract"
"grant" has been confusing and not determinative of the nature of the relation-
ships created between the funding agencies and the universities.

The relationship of the proposal process to the institutional commitment that
eventually emerges is a matter of increasing concern not only in the proposal
`stage but also during the negotiation and acceptance stages. The value of mas-
ter or basic agency agreements is partficularly evident during these latter stages
sincethey tend to reduce the burden of detailed administrative reviews and nego-
tiations. Agency debriefings in connection with acceptance, or more importantly
rejections, of proposals are a largely untapped source of management insights for
both the agencies and the educational institutions.

Tabulation of Agency Requirements

Two tables are presented that summarize twenty-twoispecific requirements of nine
Federal fencjes involved in the proposal preparation, negotiation and award pro-
cess. These tables document the wide variations in requirements among thetgencies
on a wide range of elements involved in the proposal process.

Specific, Federal Agency Requirements

Some of tht Unique and potentially burdensome or otherwise significant require-
ments of the agencies that were identified during the course of the study involve
such areas as basic information about the proposal, provisions for pre-proposal
agency contacts, usej.of prescribed agency forms, cost aring, budgetary informa-
tion and supporting de6il, contact requirements, and ag c review and evaluation
Processes. -A-number of specific agency proyisions are of particular significance
including the step-funding of NASA, the questionable administrative requirements
of EPA, and the continuing and expanding relationships between the funding agency
-arid the institution encouraged by the Sea Grant Program of NOAH.

7
II. THE UNIVERSITY OECALIFORNIA POLICIES ANO PROCEDURES

Basic responsibility in the University of California system for the submission of
contract and grant proposals is divided among the Board of Regents, the'P'residerit
of.the University and the Chancellor of each campus.' The overwhelming bulk of
proposal activity is carried out and controlled by the individual thancelldr't. Ba-
sic policy and procedures have been issued in the Policy and Proced6lre Manual for .

Contract and Grant AdminispFation which covers such topics as academia policy,, Uni-
versity commitment, cost recovery, cost sharing, approval of solicitation, autho-
rity to submit proposals, and acceptance of contracts and grants.

I
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III. UC SAN DIEGO IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES
,'

,.
1

( Although UC San Diego is a relatively young campus except for the Scripps Insti-
5 tutlon ofjkeanography,,it had 1,643 active contacts and grants in 1973-74 re-
presdlting 40% of the total eiPenditures for the campus from all sources. NSF,
DOD, NASA, and AEC. are the principal funding agencies, in the order listed, but
nearly all other Federal funding agencies have been or are currently represented.

UC San Diego implementing pl-ocedures'on
proposal preparation and review are sat

forth in the Policy and Procedure Manual`. All campus proposals must be processed
through the Contracts and Grants Offices. Detailed procedures are prescribed for
preparation and clearances before approval. A.standard form has been developed
for.use %Oen the agency does not use prescribed forms. Average'clearance time is
less than ten days although many proposals arg tleared in much less time'to meet
agency deadlines. Negotiations'are 1oordinated with tiv Office of Contracts and
Grants and with the Office of the President. Acceptances are made through the
Office of Contracts and Grants and involve careful review of the terms and condi-tions.

Different review and clearance procedures are 'observed in the Medical School,
Scripps Tnstitution pf Oceanography, and the Main Campus with different degrees of
involvement at the Departmental and Dean's or Director's levels. Selective
dissemination of information relating to available funding sources and other data
.relating to research projects, personnel, facilities, equipment, and research pro-
gram developments based on the Stanford University SCRIPT system appears to be of
interest and potential value to research iclesonnel.

IV. IMPACT STUDIES ON THE UC SAN DIEGO CAMPUS .

The impact studies on the UC San Diego campus of the Federal contract and grant re
quirements relating to proposal preparation, negotiation and award were based on a
standard set of questions addressed.

toEdministrative and research personnel jn
twenty academic departments or organized research units. This was supplemented
by interviews and analyses in various campus staff offiegs involved in the propo-sal process. The 'General Campus, Medical School, and Scripps InstitutiOn of Ocea-
nography were equally represented in the. sample.

To a large degree the University requirements in connection with the proposal pro-
cess are a direct reflection or implementations of Federal- agency requirements.
Some specific steps are introduced in the process, but they are related to the need
for apprbpriate institutional' commitment to the propdsal. There are some reviews;
such 'as those that relate to the number ofresearch'assistants being funded. which
are impdsed in the interests of the educational progpm of the University. These_,
reviews are relatively minor in cost and impact.

ItA significant number of findings are set forth in'the repbrt covering such matters
'ts:

-the commitment by staff to process proposals to meet agency and University
requirements.

-the wide range of minor variations among agency requirements ivh do not
represent an overwhelming problem to individual investigators.

-the diversity in the types of proposals submitted and research agreements
that are used.
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lie limited leview 'of the substance of. research proposals in the-review
.

process, . L. 4
14 . a itak. 4' .

-the negat effects of agency requirements that ask for too detailed
. supporting- data tob'explicit research methods and results.

-

'-the interrelationship of private and Governmental support in propOsal ft*

development.
. , 41

. .

. . f.

-the frequent neglect of technical and administrative support provisions and
management needt in proposals. .

17e

-the advantages of continuing personalatiOnships between the.Orincipal4
'investigator and*funding agency personnel.

.. ,

-the need for a selective dissemination system on funding agency annou
merits, campus research capabilities, and related information for inveSti
tors.

.-41..

.0.
r

rthe,special management al* adminittrative support requirements of "large-
scale managedepplied,research'groposals:

. . ,

-evaluatirs.of the relationSlatps'betweefl: AnvesIi_gatOrs and, Specific funding_
agencies. 4 -

1

the need for specialized contract and$grant assistance in the-1500°1 of
Medicine. a,

In addition to these general obs , the, report discusses the issue of the ,/'
. .

impact of these requirements on research management in terms 9f the following fac-
tors: . - .

Costand Effort InfOrmation on'the monetary cost an time and-effort of. the
initial proposal preparation at the irivestigato lev and the subSequent pro-
cessing, review, 'negotiation and award' re set for a..number of different
situations. No total dollar att figure,* are .ble blUt tre amount is sub-
stantial aremUst be considered in T410 nearly 7,000 proposals in
1973-74 which resultedrip.$267 milli i wards. nre'problemsof funding this
substantial cost are also outlined. FederioNagencie seldom specifically fund
such costs directly although they may do si4lbdirectl

Delays While considerable periods, of time may be inv61 ed in meeting University
or Federal agency rbquiremgnts, the resting delays sel if ever result in
not. meeting- agency deadljnes. However, the 6;78-10 months ovymore required 'for
agency processing does,present.serious problems to thee iversity, particularly

psi,nce moA Federal Yundingis on a year-to-year basis. No relief appears to be
'in sight. Some of. ttie University review thequirements a discussej, in detail,-
and,the potential dangers involved in their arbitrary en orcement'are-highlighted.

Introduction-0 Conflict Some of the numerous areas of tential-con liet be-

_

green funding agenciC and the, iniversity-academic world a ct..between e academit
aQd administrative staffs of the University areidentifled. scaplInted
out that these same areas represent opportunities for cooperation. There does
lie/appear tobelny simple, one-time sdlutions-tp these numerous potential areas
Of conflict, but the University:both with respect to its own internal conflicting
forCes and irt_its relationships with Fede'ral agencies, must maintain an atmosphere
of open interaction in which these probleq-areas can be rtsolved or tempered before

ti
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they &elerate to a 'serious level.

,4.

7cademfc Issues In addition to the academic issues raised in the discussion ofraroduction of conflict, there is the ,question of whether the University should
4 gear itself to short-term miision.ar/ented

research and piplic service Rrojects
or limit itself to longer-term,

basic-research projects carried out by the indi-vidual investigator. This, in turn 'raises questions of academic fr&om and thedegree of research management required. Paralleling this issue is the potentialfor further diviNion between the administrative-management
concerns,of the campusand the attitudes and objectives of the academit:research personnel.

Non-Standardized,Requirements There is a serious problem in the divergence inagency proppal requirements on a wide-range of detailed items. The most note-worthy of tFese are itemized in the'report. TheAoariations are not a major
source of complaint at the research level since each resercilplinit usually workswith one or two funding agencies, or where more agencies are involved, use ofUC San Diego's standard proposal form minimizes the problems. While standardizationis .11ot a problem of overriding urgency, it does'require attention, particularly toav d the unreasonable requirements of new agencies and programs and unilateralchanges in requirements by existing funding agencies. At the same time, recogni-tion should be given to. the need for three orfour standard format' for the basi-cally different types of proposals. Mechanisms should be developed so that theinstitutions have a sitnificant voice in developing these format's and reviewingdeviations by individual agencies before they are made effective

4

Record Keeping While both-the campus and University-wide have extensive recordkeeping responsibilities in connection with research proposals and awards to meetagency requirements, these are carried out by the contracts and grants staffsviksk
,with little involvement or impact on reSearch,management or academic departments.Increasing reliance by some Federal agencies on the contract and grant staff asthe primary official channel of communication

reinforces_the peed for'an effectiverecords system and communication with the academic departments. ,
1,

V. CONCLUIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1

Federal Agency -Inst4tutional Relationships
11

Standardized Proposal Format A series of.standardized
research proposal formats® be developed,by representaXives of the Federal agencies and of selected universi-ties for the major categories of research projeets. The standard formats sbouldavoid the specific agehcy

requirements that have been highlighted,in the report.as being burdensome.4
'

.

,
,Fedsral Agency-University Coordination' Continuing mechanisms to-coordinate.-."-

'..
relationships between4ne higher educatio 1 instAptions,and'the Federal fund-ing agencies on all aspects of. extramura ndihg'ishould be "strengtilened. Parti- licular attention shOuld be focused on such problemsas providing an effective means. of controlling unilateral agency departures

or innovations incontract and grant
_

,....

requirements; clarifying thecbasic character and objective ofithe research fund-ing programs viiitt.universitiestproviding
a systematic prithary channel of regula-. tory and advitory

communication.; and strengthening the central coordinatidn role .in the Executive Office of tHe Pretident.on these matters. IL
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Multiple Year Funding Multiple-Year'funding,or ste0-funding of research pro-
jects at'educational institutions be encouraged as a matter,of national policy to
gear such research to the educational programs, academic requirements and admini-
strative needs of the universities,

Extended Use of Basic or Master Agreements The use of basic or master agreements
should be extended to cover all major Federal funding agencies supporting educa-
tional institutions with a significant number of research agreements.'

Funding' of Proposal Preparation Costs Federal funding agencies should recognize
and make specific provision for the funding of costs of preparing research propo-
sals for, the more complex research projects preferably as direct costs subject
to reimbursement or,.alternatively, as an element.in the indirect cost recovery
computations for educational institutions.

04
Specific Proposal Requirement Problem Areas

Support Data Requirements for detailed support data of budget estimates be
limited to major expense items (over $2,500) that depart substantially
(25% or more.) from normal .operating levels of expenditures by the institution
and are subject to reasonable and detailed forecasts.

4
Duplicate Budget Data The requirements for duplicate budgetary data deve-
loped for agency actiyity or program categories in connection with NIH,
NASA, U.S. Air Force contracts and the NON; Seatrant,Program be eliminated.

EPA. Special Requirements The questions raised by the University of Califor-
nia and thOiommittee of Government Relations of NACUBO on the EPA interim
grant regulations.of November 27, 1971, and on O'ovisions in subsequent re-
search agreements relating to such matters as cost shai.ing,.acceptance of
grant conditions at the proposal stage, special time and effort reporting
provisions, right of termination, chaiges in scope of work, provisions for
property management, and insurance coverage should be resolved through coope-
rative negotiations.

qUipment Certification ar

N
0 Percent of fort Requirements The special re-

quiremeqs of AEC and ONR/for a certif,tion in connection with equipment
purchase§ and of ONR, VC, NASA and Air Force relating to the special docu-
tMntatiOn of percentage of effort of investigators devoted to the project be
eliminated, and the underlyitg problems of propertomanagement and time com-
mitment to the research project be specifically iolntified and resolved oh a
broader basis.

Institutional and University. of California-
Policies and Practices

Selective urination of ResearEh Opportunity Information and Related
Data UC ian. go and other educational institutions with significant
research interestsidevelop,or utilize automated selective dissemination sys-
tems for distributing announcements of reOirch opportUoities and-related
legislative, Congressional and.agency materials from both governmental and
private sources to individual members of the faculty and other 'research person-
nel. Such a system could also be expanded to exchange information within the
research community of the institution on on-going research interest and capa-
bilities, aid-in the development of interdisciplinary research proposals, and
provide information on the availability'of.special services; unique items of

4
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equipment and !specialized lities that mar_be of interest to other re-
.

search pers$nnel.,

Administrative-Management Considerations in the proposal Process At thetime that preliminary consideration is being given to the development of a
complex (research proposal, arrangements be made for active participation in'the project Planning process by selected campus interests to assure a ba-
lanced concern of academic-research and administrative- management interests
throughout all 'stages of the proposal process and subsequent administrationof the agreement;, Research proposals that are more routine in character
should have a veryi;iMited review in the department or school, the Office of
the Chantellor and the Office of Contracts and Grants to assure compliance
with c000-Ut,p0.14ies and to identify potential problem cases. Campus-plan-

,

ninglroCessissiNuld alSo focus attention on anticipating major developmentsin organized rewrch pro rams and reflecting them in caMpuS plans withoutreliance on,revifw,of eat contract or grant proposal.

POslitfve Plannihg of Camp6s-Federal Agency Relationships The Office -of Cantracts'and Grants, the 0ffi'ce of Graduate Studies and Research anda select group of research
administrators and principal investigators makeannual evaluations of campus-Federal agency relationships on research,

training and other programs on both aroverall
and agency-by-agency basis.These evaluations should be based on such sources'as individual'experiences;agency announcements and regulations; informal administrative and prpfessib-nal contacts; library reference infprmation; annual' reports; reasons givenfor revision; 'rejection or acceptance of proposals; information ton proposalevaluation methods and criteria; and results of audits and site visits., Onthe basis of such data, a campus strategy and contract and grant researchprogram. approach should be

developed-generally and for each major fundingagen0-. This information should th'en-be widely reviewed and communicated 4-pthe campus comounity for guidance -iii the development and negotiation of re --search proposals.

Training in-Proposal Preparation UC San Diego and other graduate and,pro-,feslional schools offer formal training to junior, academic and researth"members in the development and preparation of research proposal,s arid ef thesupporting administrative data, drawing upon the experientelirtbi,kenresearch personnel, representatives of
publiC,044rivatC104MTdiendiesand selectivt use of availabl

11tgratitre706:"Prapt1SallirefiaraOion%

Channels Of Communications withmfunding Agencies , CMphas'ii be platted uponthe maintenance of the official channel of communication between the ,canpus and the funding agencies through/the campus-.Office'of Contracts pdGrants. Direct informal contacts between the principal-ip'Vestigator andthe agency technital staffs should also be encouragO, particularly on thesubstance of the research proposal, but the Office of Contracts and Graints
,should be ,kept informed on each development as it occurs. Only in this__way will that office be able to assess the impcof changePin ,the propo-sal on the institution and to coordinate 'evaluation

of revis,ions of the -financial support or substance of proposals during tie army reviews nego.,tiation and acceptance stages.

*Since this report-was written, a new redraft of FMC 75- relating to uniformadministrative requirements has been received. This draTIjncludes standard forms' , for applying for all types of Federal
assistance and a statement of the generalpolicy objective of consistency and uniforMity4ln

agenty requirements. :Unfortu-
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nately, this redraft,has provisions -for a number of exceptions. and,falls consi-
derably short,of the recommendations set forth in this report. Before final
issuance of the Circular, further discussions with selected university represen-
tatives along the lines,suggested by thisDreport would be helpful. There should I
also be a firm Commitment by the funding agencies that they would use the stan=
dard forms sand instructions. Any exceptions should be subject to advance nego--
tiations with the educational, institutions as well as approval by GSA.-
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THE DHEW REQUIREMEOS FOR THE' PROTECTION

OF HUMAN SUBJECTS: s

ANALYSIS AND IMPACT ATdFHE -

UNPERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

t

SUMMARY z.
I AND II. BACKGROUND AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REQUIREMENTS

N

The fundamental DHEW requirement is that no grant or contract involving human
1 subjects will be made unless the research design has been reviewed and approved

i
by an institutional review committee compOsed of research professionals.
Chapters I and II of the report provide the backgroundOn this requirement and
describe the Berkeley campus policy and.-process for implementation of the require-
ment.

III. IMPACT OF THE DHEW REQUIREMENTS

Benefits

The direct and indirect benefits which hay.e been identified and analyzed at
Berkeley include the' following:

1. Protection which results from committee review; (

2. Protection which results from a general campus consciousness raising;
I -

3. The development of a group of professionals,with special knowledge in.....

protecting human subjects;

4. The development of a collection of case histories on the ethical consider-
atiOns and research procedures for protecting human subjects; and

5. The protection.of the-University against bad public relations and legal
action.

Costs

4

The direct, and indirect costs identified and analyzed include the following:

of 1. The financial costs;

2:. jhe negatiVe effects on research of the informed consent requirement;

3. The threat to academic freedom;

4. The negative effectson the direction of research;

A
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'5. Delays; and

6. The distraction of the research& from hi5 primary task.

Other Impacts of the Requirements

The requirements created a major controversy over the concept of social risk at
Berkeley. This controversyrrs described and analyzed.,

IV.' BASIC PRINCIPLES OF AN IDEAL SET OF REQUIREMENTS

.

This chapter discusses basic principles relevant.to any further revisions in the
DHEW requirements and to any new set of requirements i s ed by, any other govern-
ment agency. The principles include the following:

1. Self responsibility of the researcher;

2. jocgOloeer group review;

3.

4.

5.

A simple administrative procedure to clear minor risks;

Emphasis on the positive benefits of human subject research;

Minimization of the dangers of dentraliied control and government censor-
shi :

P;

6. Emphasis on the importance of academic freedom;

7. Provision for a waiver of written informed consent;

8. Avoidanceof heavy additional procedures -for clearing vulnerable subject
experimentation;

9. Elimination of any requirement for _completed 'iostitutional review before
a proposal is submitted for federal funding; and

10. Provision for .rotating membership on the institutional review committee.

V. .IMPROVEMENT IN THE CAMPUS PROCESS_ FOR PROTECTING HUMAN SUBJECTS

This chapter dileusses 4, new process developed by the Berkeley campus for clear-
ing non-DHEW funded,huma'n subject research.

.
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TIME AND EFFORT REPORTING

SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION

UCSD7payrolls over 3,000 employees each month of wech one.half receive all'or part
of their salary from contract and grant funds. These payments totaled over $20 mil-
lion in 1972-73 and affected operations in more than 50 campus departments and re-
search units.

pffice of Management and Budget (OMB) Circular A-21 Rev.-(reissued as Federal Man-
agement Circular (FMC) 73-8) establishes Federal contract and grant requirements for
time and effort reporting.

No additional or supplementary requirements are imposed byindividual funding
agencies.

Annual manpower surveys required by National Institutes of,Health (NIH), National
Science Foundation (NSF), National' Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and
other agencies are excluded from this analysis.

I.- FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS

'Allowable personal services costs must be reasonable and conform td established
institutional policy consistently applied and adequately supported.

__-
Personal services costs must be based on institutional payrolls appropriately
documented.

Stipulated salary support is authorized but generally not used by the University of
California.

Direct charges of academic salaries must be based upon institutional salary systems
supported by:

a. adequate appOintment and workload distribution system and accompahied
by monthly reviews by responsible officials and a report of any signif-
icant changes, or

b. a monthly "after-the-fact" certification by departmental chairmen of
the distribution of effort of individual academics.

Direct charges for salaries and wages of non-professionals must be supported by
time and attendance and payroll distribution records.

The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938,imposes positive time peporting requirements on
non-exempt employees of educational institutions (80% of tot.staff employees).

.II. UNIVERSITY OFNCALIFORNIArLEMENTING POLICIES A D NOCEDURES

In general, the University relies ukion the payroll sys and normal documentation
supplemented by a monthly "after-the =fact" review of jorkload distribution,* a
responsible official for academic persdnnel.

Positive reporting of time and effc t is 4ouireet of all staff employees funded
from Federal contracts and grants.

---4/



III. UNI RSITY OF CALIFORNIA-SAN DIEGO IMPLEMENTING PROCEDURES

The University of Cali

following requirements
ornia, San Diego policy and procedures Manelal -.sets forth the

a. Accurate att- dance records are required for all staff employees and
academic employees eligible to accrue vacation/sick benefits.

b. Employees' time records are-maintained for,all staff employees any
/ portion of Whorke salary or wage costs are charged directly to a
/ Federal contract o'r grant.

c. Payroll Time Sheets and special payrolls are the mechanisms used to
pay general assistance employees.

d. All payroll documents must be retained in departmental files for ten
years or longer in accordance with award 'requirements.

IV. RELATIONSHIP OF FEDERAL TIME AND EFFORT REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
AND UNIVERSITY IMPLEMENTINT7OLICIES AND PROCEDURES

There is a significant relationship between Federal time and effort reporting
requirements, the Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 and the University policies and
procedures.

Without any requirements in Fedeal contracts and grants, the University would
have nad to develop a system of positive time recording for most staff employees
and a basis for alldcation of the time of academics and exempt staff employees, to
various contracts and grants and leave status. _

The,formal review and certification by the departmental chairman of the workload
distribution of academics to specifit projects represents an additional requirement.

The Federal contract 4nd grant requireMents reinforce the need for positive time
reporting and records for payroll distribution of salary costs, These requirements
apply to exempt as well as non-exempt staff employees.

V. IMPACT STUDIES OF THE FEDERAL
TTMEWFFORT REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

Indfvidual==Departmental Analyses

Eight research units and academic departments were included in the sample for the
Ut San Diego campus. They were:

tiarine Physical Laboratory
Marine Faci -ities

Marine Biology Research Division
Applied Physics and Information Systems
Physics Department
Chemistry Department .1

Medicine Department
Radiology Department

The surveys of the sample departments revealed observance of the Federal requirements
but considerable variation in detailed procedures at the departmental level and lim-
ited observance of some ofthe additional local campus requiremerits.
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4)\Tite Offices of Contract's an Grants, Accounting and Staff Personnel, both in the'

Office of the President-and the campus level, were involved in policy and procedure
as well as specific'opprating aspects of time and effort reporting. The only

identifiable costs were those required in connection with internal audits by the
General Accounting Division of the Accounting Office of 1/4 FTE a year at a annual
cost of $4,000.

General Findings of the Impact Studies

Direct costs in Individual units are nominal but when aggregated for the entire
University might.total 5500,000. However, modification or elimination of the con-
tract and grant requirements would not reduce the University's operating costs
materially.

,Delays-- This requirement does not involve any significant delays in processing
contracts or-grants nor in the carry.ing out of the research effort, although-
it may result in some delays in payments or final close-out. These delays do
not appear to be significant.

Time and Effort - Widespread time and effort is required at numerous points viltbin
the University to comply with this requirement, but within each unit the amount is
nominal.

Introduction of Conflict - The time and ,effort reporting requirement introduces a
potential element of conflict for both stasff and academic employees. While the
,copqict is fairly low-key, it contributes to the gap between the administrative
and Vcademic-research worlds of the University.

Non - Standard Requirements The requirements in this area are standard as set forth
in OMB Cir;ear A-21 Rev. Reference to this source in agency regulations would be
helpful.

Academic Issues - In addition to the introduction of conflict issues discussed ,

above, the requirement does involve the potential for serious-academic objections
due to the practical difficulties in assigningtiffie and effort to specific activi-
ties and, more significantly, to the implications of such reporting to the pro-
fessional status of the academic. staff.

N
Record Keeping - Two aspects of record keeping merit attention: (1) the record

keeping involved in time and effort reporting for staff employees is becoming in-
creisingly burdensome and (2) the-10-year record retention requirement is costly
and appears excessive.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOM:1EAATIONS4`

Conclusions

Minor Cost Element

( The direct and indirect costs of positive time reporting for staff employees and
"after-the-fac.t" review and certification of distribution of effort of academic
employees involves a minor cost for each University employee financed from

these funds although the aggregate represents a substantial sum. However, these

costs result as much from the University's own administrative requirements and
the requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act as from those prescribed in
Federal contracts and grants. The costs would not be substantially reduced by
modification or even elimination of the latter.
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lime and Effort Reporting alid Multiple-Source Funding

Administrative problems that result from-time and effort reporting are minimal when
the salaries and wdrk effort are related to a single Federal Contract and grant.
Administr\tive difficulties develop when Federal contract and grant activities are
multi-source funded and constitute the primary sources pf funds for the unit. Under
these conditions the following factors tend to make the time and effort reporting .

requirements particularly burdensome:

-A substantial percentage, up to 30% in some instances, of the total direct
chargld salaries in contract research units is for technical and adminis-
trative support personne. The efforts of these employees are not readily
identifiable with 'individual rese h contracts and,their salaries might
appear to be appropriately funded as indirect costs.

4
-The University of California payroll system was not designed to accom-
modate the complexities of. multi-funded employees within the time schedule
of the system. To avoid the burdensOme paperwork in the research depart-
ments and the Personnel Dr Accounting Offices, numerous practical accom-
modations;in the procedures for the ,costing of salaries have developed.

-Federal contract and grant funding is based on a by-product or incremental
'4142t accounting concept with Federal support shifting away from general
ins tutional supoorf-to funding of a larger number of specific projects.
Because of this trend, it is increasingly difficult for universities to
adhere to specific time and effort-reporting requirements for the funding 1
of general technical and administrative type positions.

-Academic-research supervisors, while expecting a full eight hour day and
forty hour work week from staff employees, place a low value on positive
time reporting and regular working hours for themselves and their staff
employees and often reflect this in their administrative practices.

Stipulated Salaries

The stipulated salaried alternative for academic salary payments does not appear to
be subject to modifications that would mee it generally acceptable to the univer-
sities as a viable 'alternative for present prbcedures. It also does not appear
feasible to extend this alternative to staff employees in view of other legal
requirements and management considerations.

Potential Co ffict in Administrative and Academic

Enforcement of time and effort reporting requirement must be Carefully balanced
against the sensitive professional and personal issues that are involved. and the
basic role of research in the university's program. Unilateral development of

Ndministrative regulations and the arbitrary enforcement of their minutiae beyond
he point-of reality can set the stage for disregard of even reasonable requirements

and lead to unnecessary confrontations. Failure of academic personnel to understand
and cooperate in the achievement of reasonable controls and to recognize a public
trust esponsibility in the expenditure of public funds can result in equally serious

. political and administrative reactions. The answer lies in restraint, reasonablpness,
understanding and cooperation by both parties, and a mutual effort to reduce the gap
in attitudes and value systems of administrative and research personnel.
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Recommendations

Federal Agency

Administrative Approval of Certifications

The monthly "after-the-fiCt" certification requirements of OMG Circblar A-21 Rev.
and those of the University should be modified to provide more leeway ta campus
administrators to delegate authority to responsible administrative officials
Other than the departmental chairman or equivalent academic officials to make the
certifications.

Publication of Requirements

The standard government-wide requirements that apply to-all Federal contract and
grant operations, such as OMB Circular%A-21 Rev., should be issued in a single,
source document rather than reissued in duplicate wording in individual agency
regulations'. The Federal Procurement Regulations might well serve as,thjs single
source document. Implementation of this recommendation may be feasible under the
recent. reorganization of the Office of Management and Budget which placed most of
the Federal assistance management prdgrams within the General Services Administra-
tion, an agency which has a well established system of regulations. This is only
one aspect of the more general problem of developing simpler and more authoritative
documentation of agency requirements with an effective system of access for the
many offices on campus requiring this information.

Cost Distribution of Direct Charges for Salaries and Wages

Federal requirements and the University implementing procedureS should be modified,
particularly with respect to multi-source funded positions, to separate the payroll
and cost distribution procedures. The forMercould be handled through a clearing
account based on daily attendance and hours of work reports. Labor cost distri-
bution, on the other hand, could be based on one or more of the alternatives of
work orders, specific hours worked (as is expected under current policies in OMB_
Circular A-alyev.), percentages of time over the reporting period, or-other appro-
priate factof as determined by working conditions. In all cases, review and
approval of cost distribution by a responsible person faMiliar With the work
situation should be required for each pay perfod, and the basis for the.distribu-
tion be a matter of record. Close coordination in the documentation of these two
records should also be reflected in the .system. This system would be particularly
appropriate for adminiltrative and technital support positions that must be
financed as direct charges but whose services' are not readily identifiable with
a small number of individual contracts or, grants. However, in the interests'of
uniformity, the system could be extended to all contract and grant employees.

Institutional Recommendption

Institutional Management Policy

On the basis of this study of time and effort reporting requirements and practices,

including those of Federal agencies, it is apparent that the management and faculty
of educational institutions should give increased attention to this area of opera-
tions. Potentially serious problems are being identified as a result of deficien-
cies in the basic documentation of time andeffort of both academic and staff
personnel 'and in the systems used to distribute and verify these costs on a real-
ittic basis. These areas db represent complek administrative issues particularly
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where research i$ funded from multiple'sources and integrated with teaching and
public service programs. Further complications flow from the apathy or evenft,

negative attitudes of the university personnel directly involved. The acceptance
of Federal contract and grant funds involves a commitment of time and effort and
its systematic reporting, distribution and verification. The institution must
reflect this commitment in its planning and systems operations to a degree that
may well represent a substantial departure from the traditional university,opera-
ting style or value system on administrative matters.

4
University of California- Recommendations

Changes in University of California Regulations

The following recommendations are directed at mproving University of California
implementation of time and effOrt reporting req ments:

-The new payroll procedurescurrently being developed should reflect the
need to charge salaries and wages to a number of different fund accounts
for individual employees on a fiequently changing bass without extensive
personnel actions, paperwork or payroll corrections.

Requirements for retention of payroll support documents and certifications
Hof academic listings should be reduced from 10 years to 5 years, unless
a longer time,is set forth'in the agency award requirements. This change
would make the retention requirement consistent with other University
records retention periods. It would also result in substantiaj_ savings
in record retention costs.

The Offices of Accounting and Staff Perllihel shoulebe closely coordinated
in training, audit programs, and the issuance of instructions involving
time and effort reporting, payroll and personnel policies.

The detailed instructions for time and effort reporting and related
payroll _procedures at the departmental level should be standardized

campus-.wide with authorized alternative procedures for those situations
involving multi-funded positions, personnel at sea, personnel at remote
locations, or other unusual conditions. These instructions should be
developed in close cooperation with representatives of the academic
departments and should be implemented through a campus-wide training
effort.

-The UC San Diego campus reqDirement that deviations from the work schen
dule, i.e., reporting late for work, be reported as tardiness and makeup
Lime should be eliminated as long as the employee works eight hour$ each
day and forty hours each week.

- In those instances where the time of employees is charged to individual
contracts' and grant$ on the basis of approximations made by reasonable
methods as authorized by the OMB Circular, the basis for the' approximation
should be a matter of record in the department and updated or verified as
to its validity each month.

-Th@ payroll listings used to support the after-the-fact certifications of
the distribution of effort of individual academics. should also include
data on effort of individual staff employees charged to that contract or
grant to provide a full picture of salary and wage charges.
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P ' ' . A- PENDIX A , '

- 1 ..... 1 .

. - Impact Dernefl s lindrSelected Agencies.
.

,Impact Elements: V-i The folloWkig are thoalareas of potential impact used
, , , .

*0
,a by ,the liNtip staff- in analyting each of the Fedetal require-

\ ment areas.
-, .,

Beneflts'which may accrue to the University in implementing
a Federal requirerAat.

V

-
Benefit*

Gest: , Identifiable.dollar costs of de
.

quirempnts fulfill-

41
) ment by-various University uni

Sliance.
individuals' respon- I .

Bible for d rnp ... .
..,,- --.. . ,

DelaS Delay, for example, in the research effort due' to the
I need for obtaining clearances required by various agencies

(and within thc, University to the extent that tprocess
is caused byj agency requirtment); delay in ayments.
for reimbursement of University working cepa' used to
fund contract and grant activity; delay in the pr sing
of documents. .. 'Ir I

Introduction of: Policies, ocedures and requirenlents introduced into
4 Confli'ct the uitiv ity's environment which are,divergen from

the horfna ode of University operations and Which malt
cause turbulence either between elements of the Univfir-

, aity or between the University and an outside agency.
Academic issues are also 'examined,in this category.

Non-Siandirdife: Variations among the requirements of Federal agencies
.. guiremerits 4- in the same area, such as reporting, recording properly

or obtaining prialtapprovals.
- c ,,a.

cordKee Oil: Requirements for a variety of records, suc as detail...

, , irk-or records, to-be keRt.miinner of reciircr and time limit-
. ' Illoistions. o . 4.

4.1. 4
,

v

Time of campts personnel insorryink out a requirement, ,

fet example, meetings of campus Human subjects Committee,
,time to prepare proposals; or time4e-prepare detliled
progress reportsof projects.

,.. . 4 )
,

'4

t
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Agencies:

r

APPENDIX A (cont.'41_

impact Elements and Selected Agencies

The following Federal sponsoring agencies are icluded
in the impadt studies:

(1) Atomic Energy Commission*

(2) Environterital Protection Agency

(3) National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(4) National Institute,of EducationN. 1

(5) NationalInsiitutes. of 'Health

raliCZ; (6) National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(7) National Science foimdation

(8) Office of Naval Research

n e ruary
and Devel
pertaining
effect bef

(9) United States Air Force

0
S

, 1975 the Atomic Energy Com sion became the Energy Resource
ent Agency. For purposes of this rt, Federal requirements

e AEC and discussed in the impact udies will be those In
e the above changeover.date.

S
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APPENDIX B

Dese4tion of,,Major Federal Regilisement Areas
- of

Thl following is a description of the Major Federal requiremegt areas considered for study
by the RMIP staff: Nine areas (indicated by an asterisk) were selected.fon in-depth study.

1 The studies provide an analysis of the impact certain Federal reqUirerrientS impose on an
instiVtion as a result of accepting Federal contracts and grants. .

Federal Requirement,Areas:
I 1

Affirmative Action: Actions which must be taken to achieve the goals of tj-se
Federal. Equal Employment Opportunity program; include: 1) r.ecordkeeping; 2)
determination of patterns; 3) goal setting; ,4) recruitment of minorities and ,.
women;.,5) special training; 6) affirmative action commimttee operations; 7)
specialtaff, such as coordinators; 8) continuing review and reporting to
management on goal achievement*. . V

*Cash' FlOw: Maintaining the cash flow for Federally funded projects, which'
tin Itxlei letters of credit; advance by Treasury check, or reimbursement

- Tt,gur * check.
--,-; .. .

Consultants: Procgilureg which must 1?e followed in the utilization of both iff-
ternaI and externat'consultant funded by research project sources include: 1)-
assuring compliance with agency restrictions on use of internal consultants; 2)
justifiotion in proposals for use pf particular persons selectedlis consultants and
anioUrifs of fees;" 3) procedures to comply with agency requirements posts; 5)

deterirnination of whether specific arrangement should be treated as a consulting
contynceor employee'statirs. ----

sCost. Recovery: 'Procedures necessary to document and deifmonstrate direct and
in-direct costs rising under- Federal projects so as to recover costs for the

0 institution. The trocedures include: 1) accumulation of data, development. of
. proposal and negotiation of indirect cost rates: 2) accummlation of data,

. development of proposal and negotiation of computer rates; 3) application of
indirect cost rates; 4) impact of the CASB; 5) negotiation of Patient Care ,Cst\. Recovery Rates. - c -

.(.Cost Sharing Actions which must be taken to eornply with policies refering
4' "'\--11`'.--1116 institutions to contribute a certain portion of prbject costs. Those ractions

'if elude: 1)s g methods for making the contribution, either through salaries
of fae ,by foregoing indirect costs; 2) maintenance of records requiredto

_.esta *sh sharing; 3) negotiation of agreements with agencies, either institutional
4r individual; 4) audit of evidence of. compliance; 5) preparation of final reports.;,-

. ,
. -ental Im act: Actions taken to meet Federal and State Legislation., requ g environmental impact studies concerning land ase planning *prior to

eons ruction. The actions include the preparation and processing of environ-
me tal impact studies and reports. .

4
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APPENDIX B (cont'd) '

Description of Major,Federal Requirement Areas

*Financial Management: Budgeting, accounting and determination Of allowable costs.
These actions encompass: 1) expenditure limitations; 2) submission of financial reports; 3)
rebudgeting, incluffing program and budget deviationS; 4) record keeping; 5) close-out of
project.

-. ..-,,, ,

*Health and Safety: Procedures to assure a healthful \d safe environment in areas under
campus jurisdiction for students, faculty, staff and the general public, and to minimize
loss of people power, facilities and money. area encompasses: 1) OSHA requirements;
2) radiation and biological haz.irds; 3) to disposal; ,4) air and water pollution; 5)
equipment safety; 6) fire and exprfosion safety: '

*Human Subjects Protection: The process of assuring the protection Qf human bein' at
risk in research projects including physical, social and psychological, risks.- The proc s
includes: 1) review of proposals for human subject utilization; 2) writing pr o , )
operations of the Human Subjects Committee including study of protocols, review and
approval of protocols, record keeping, educating and consulting with the campus,
continuing review of project openttions, principal investigator's adherence t required
standards; 4) use of Consent Forms by the principal investigator and audits by C mmittee.

Inventions and Patents: Resolution of the interests of the rescarclter, institution, agency
and pubricNn inventions and patents resulting from the research. The area encompasses: s"

1) negotiations of conflict between institutional and agency policies; 2) entering into
patent agreements with Federal sponsors; 3) complying with agency requirements for
disclosure stat3ments; 4) making agreements concerning division of royalties; 5)
development of institutional policy;.6) interim and close-out reports.

Laboratory Animals, Care of: Observance of requirements, for, the health and care of
animals used in research' projects. The area encompasses: 1) provision of proper facilities
as required by law; 2) animal care and use committee operations; 3) maintaining and
obtaining accreditation; 4) campus surveillance of animal activities'and compliance
surveys; 5) individual certification of projects; 6) -arrangements for 'services, of
veterinarians.

Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs: ActiOns required in acquisition, handling, storage, issue,
use and dispensing of narcotics and dangerous drugs for research purposes in order to
comply with laws and regulations. Those actions include: 1) obtaining required licenses
and approvals for individual research projects; 2) maintenanre of a control, system at the
institution; 3) cross-reference to "Human Subjects"; including a special protocols or
reports required; 4) clearance by State Clearing House (peculiar to &lifornia).

*Proc urement: Those procedures involved iriliacquiring personal and real property and
services other than pelmanent payroll staff; including procure,rnent of outside consultants.
The area includes: I) vendor equal-Opportunity; 2) screening .property; 3) agency prior
approval; 4) use of GSA; 5) obtaining excess property; 6) record keeping; 7) payment of,.
State sales tax;' 8) subcontract administration.
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APPENDIX B (contid)

Description of Major Federal Requirement Areas

*Property Management: Actions to maintain, control, account for, report status on, and
dispose of property furnished by government funds' include: 1) inventorying; 2)
maintenance; 3) record keeping; 4) reporting to agenc'; 5) restricted use; 6) title transfer;'`
7) disposition; 8) close-out of project; 9) transfer of property to another institution.

*PropAal Preparation, Negotiation and Award: Drafting and .developing documents;
institutional review, approval and submission; revisiodkortiation with 'agency and
acceptance and execution of award. The area encompass e following: 1) work of the
principal investigator; 2)'preVrOposat col-11V with the agency; 3) assistance of campus
contract and grant office; 4) institutional levels of review; 5) assessment of applicability
of agency terms and conditions; 6) review oflegal form; 7) resources analysis/cost sharing;
8) other institutional requirements peculiar to California, such as State Clearing House,
State Fire Marshal, Drugs, etc..

Rights in Data: Resolution of the interests of the researcher, institution, agency and
.publie in the data of knowledgedevelopecitin the research. The area includes: 1) negoti-
ation of conflict between agency e.d institutional policies;" 2) compliance with research
agreement terms; 3) development and administration of institutional policy, including
involvement of the factIlty and administration; 4) resolution of problems concerning
sponsor restrictiftslon publication data; 5) negotiating and carrying -.out .,of publication
agreements; 6) disposition of data and cloje-out project.

Technical lictibi.ts: Action.% to provide the sponsoring agency with the substantive findings
of the 'research project. The contracting institution reports, which might also include'
journal publications. The reports, may be submitted in writing, film or tape. The
researcher participants in the negotiations between the agency and the University
involving the reporting requirements.

*Time and Effprting Reporting: Policies and procedures .for complying with Federal
contract and grant requiremfnts to document ,and support direct charges for salaries and
wages of academic and staff employees. The area enctunpasses: 1) time and attendance
records and procedures for staff personnel; 2) -entering of time and attendance data onto
the payroll time sheets/and processes; 3) adjustments in emplOyment forms, payrolls and
fund accounts to which payroll is charged on th4 betis of 'time and effort reports; 4) time
and attendance records of academic personnel; 5') 'certification of payroll listings for
-academic employees; 6)audits of time and attendance reports, payroll records;' and
certification for academic employees. ,

Travel Approval: The process of complying with restrictions on travel funded from
research project sources' includes the 'following: 1) describfrig and btidgeting travel 'in
proposal; 2) obtaining special approval for foreign travel; 3) maintenance of institUtior
arrangements to assure 'compliance with'eontraet arid grEga terms:4) obtaining spe
approval for certain types of travel, e.g., Meetings; 5) making-reports-of travel performed.
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